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Abstract 
Traditional DBMS has been built based on the assumption that one character occu-
pies a byte and the collating sequence of character data are done according to internal 
code sequence. Since the number of characters in ideograph language can reach several 
thousands, 16-bits or more must be used to represent a character. Moreover, collating 
sequences other than internal code sequence, such as pronunciation, radical and strokes 
count, are needed in database applications because they reveal more meaningful re-
lationships among ideographic character data. Many existing DBMSs do support the 
store and access of ideographic character data, but character data in a table or column 
are asumed to be in a single codeset. The need for storing data in multiple codeset is 
not addressed. 
To provide a general solution, a DBMS must be designed to accommodate different 
character sets and collating sequences. We have extended the de facto query language 
SQL to allow each metadata and data items to be stored in their original coded char-
acter set (codesets) and tagged them with codeset and collation information. Storing 
character data in their original codeset not only avoids the lose of information during 
code conversion, but also enables the DBMS to process the character data correctly. 
Six language constructs in SQL are modified concerning tuple insertion, modification, 
selection, string matching, performing join, and sorting and indexing. 
We have implemented a prototype system to demonstrate how we define a character 
i 
data item to include codeset and collation information, so that data items in difference 
codesets can be processed correctly and independent of the language environment 
settings. Besides, mechanisms are provided for users to install codesets, collations 
and converters, making the system so flexible that can be used by users from different 
cultural backgrounds. A W W W user interface has also been built to provide an internet 
access to the DBMS. 
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With network communication available almost in every corner of the world, it is very 
likely that electronic data exchanging around the world are written in non-ASCII char-
acter set. It is desirable to store text data in a database so that the basic functions are 
provided by the underlying database management system (DBMS). Though numerous 
DBMSs have been developed in the past two decades, most of them are developed based 
on the 8-bit ASCII character set. Problem arises from the increasing need to support 
databases in an international community of users, who speak different languages and 
use data encoded in different coded character sets (or simply codesets). 
The major fallacies of traditional DBMSs are that they assume one character occu-
pies a byte and character data are sorted according to their internal code values. These 
assumptions are reasonable for alphabet-based languages like English and French, since 
the number of characters in these languages are so small that they can be coded in sin-
gle byte; also, the internal code sequence usually reflects the alphabetical order, hence 
it is efficient to sort character data using the internal codes directly. However, for 
ideographic characters like Chinese, Japanese and Korean, the number of characters is 
so large that it requires 16-bits or more to code a character set. String manipulation 
functions should also take care of multi-byte characters. Besides, ideographic character 
data are usually sorted by attributes of the characters, such as radical, pronunciation 
and stroke counts, which reveal more meaningful relationships among them, hence is 
more appealing to users. 
1 
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Although some DBMSs can handle multibyte character data to exist in databases, 
they allow only one coded character set to exist in a table and be processed correctly 
at a time. For instance, some system allows the whole relational table to be created 
for a particular codeset only, hence all tuples in that table need to be in the same 
language. Furthermore, few existing systems address the issues of operations involving 
databases or data that are in different codesets. To illustrate the problem, consider 
the following book titles with the scheme (book name, author, publisher, price): 
•(三国演义，罗贯中，人民文学出版社，120.5) (Simplified Chinese) 
•(圭易二0事件簿，山本麻美，L^J：力:07^l�A^抹式会社，210.0) (Japanese) 
•(近代西洋緣畫，何恭上，藝術圖書公司，152.0) (Traditional Chinese) 
• (The Solitaire Mystery, Jostein Gaarder, Berkeley Publishing, 72.0) (English) 
The book titles are either in different languages or the variation of the same lan-
guage. The forth item is in pure ASCII which is compatible with most codesets, while 
the other three need to be in different codesets. If these data are simply stored as 
binary values without any mechanism to indicate their codesets (referred to as codeset 
announcement) , one will suffer from interpreting the data wrongly and garbage data 
will be shown when displaying them on a terminal that supports a specific codeset. 
On the other hand, some systems adopts the approach of converting the data to a 
specific codeset first before storing. Although converters exist between some codesets 
originated from the same language (e.g. simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese), 
no trivial converter exists between languages like Japanese and Chinese. Moreover, 
even if a converter exist for two codesets, the conversion may not be a one-to-one map-
ping [1], which may lead to loss of information. Hence, existing DBMSs that require 
unique codeset in a database fail to store the above four items in the same database 
without losing information. 
The aim of this research is to design and implement a database query language that 
supports multiple character sets and collation sequences. By support we mean that, 
from users' point of view, the system allows them to input, query, modify and delete 
character data that may be stored in different codesets, to view data in a particular 
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sorting order at their will, and to install into the system codesets, collation sequences 
as well as converters for different character sets. Some possible applications of such 
an DBMS are the library catalogue system in which books are written in different 
scripts from different countries, internet information exchange, supermarket inventory, 
etc. To achieve the above aim, the system should address the following issues: (1) 
to provide multi-byte support, (2) to provide multiple codeset support with codeset 
announcement mechanism, (3) to handle different collation sequences, (4) to handle 
data independent of the current operating environment, referred to as the locale, (5) 
to display system information depending on current locale. 
In an attempt to solve the problem, the SQL92 standard [2] introduced language 
constructs that allow users to tag language information in character data in a column-
wise manner. That is, when a user specified the scheme of a relational table, he may 
also specify the character set of a character data type column. This is referred to as 
column-wise codeset announcement. This approach conforms to the way a domain 
is specified for a column (attribute) in relational database, in the sense that it only 
further restricts the values of an attribute to belong to a particular codeset. However, 
column-wise codeset announcement cannot fulfill our requirement of storing data in 
original codeset because data may be in different codeset even in the same column. 
We have extended the grammar rules of SQL so that it accepts tuples whose data 
are not in the codeset as specified at table creation time. The coded character set 
specified at table creation time serves as the default only. When inserting or updating 
tuples, we introduce a construct for users to choose whether to store the character 
data in a different codeset, or if possible, convert the new tuples to the default codeset 
before inserting into the table. The resulting scenario is that character data in a 
column can be in different codesets. In order to process them correctly in subsequent 
operations, they are also tagged with codeset and collation information. This is referred 
to as row-wise codeset announcement. Because of this change, we have to modify the 
SQL grammar to handle the new scenario. There are six aspects in SQL need to be 
changed. They are language constructs for inserting tuples, updating tuples, querying, 
string matching, performing joins and sorting and indexing. 
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As far as data displaying is concerned, since the data are tagged with codeset 
information, they can be converted to the codeset of current locale during display 
whenever a converter exist. Although a particular user may still suffer from losing 
information because of the flaw in a converter, the data will still be available to users 
who view them in their original codesets. This certainly is far more desirable and 
reliable when comparing with the approach of converting all data to a unique codeset 
before storing, in which case data may be lost, and when they are lost, they are lost 
forever. 
We have built a prototype of the DBMS using C + + with the embedded object 
management system OBST [3]. We adopt the object-oriented approach to building 
the system because it provides encapsulation of data, which is important for hiding 
information of a character data item. Since we may have data with mixed codesets in 
a column, we should not merely represent character data as a binary stream in order 
to process them correctly under different locale settings. Thus, we have redefined 
the meaning of a character data as an association of the following information: a 
binary value, the codeset associated with this binary value, and a collation sequence 
that would be used for comparison. We choose not to build the system on top of an 
existing DBMS for the following reason: codesets, collations and converters should be 
part of the DBMS itself so that the indexing and query processing modules can make 
use of these componenets for sorting and converting purposes. It is not feasible to 
achieve that unless we have the source code of an existing DBMS that support SQL, 
which is not readily available. 
Apart from the redefinition of character data object, we have also implemented 
mechanisms for installing codesets, collation sequences and converters. Users can 
present to the system a set of plain ASCII files that encode the properties of a particu-
lar codeset, such as character boundaries, uppercase and lowercase mappings, different 
collation sequences, etc. Since there are more than one codeset in the system, we also 
allow users to install converters to convert character data between different codesets. 
By providing these installation mechanisms, we make the system general so that in 
principle it can handle virtually any character set. 
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The rest of this thesis is organized as follows, Chapter 2 presents the background 
information concerning multilingual information processing and related work. Chapter 
3 presents the defects of existing approaches and our proposed extension to the SQL92 
language. Chapter 4 presents the components of a DBMS being affected and gives 
the DBMS design and implementation. Chapter 5 presents a case study about the 
databases in a book shop. Chapter 6 presents the conclusion and future work. Four 
appendices are given at the end, they are the grammar rules of the extended SQL, 
programmers' guide, installation guide and user manual. 
Chapter 2 
Background 
Different languages use different scripts for expressing ideas, which contribute to dif-
ferent character sets. There are basically two types of scripts (1) alphabetic or phonetic 
scripts, examples are Latin, Arabic, Hebrew. Their corresponding character sets usu-
ally consist of a finite set of letters, different combinations of the finite number of 
letters form words; Thus the character set can be very small, ranging from a few dozen 
to a hundred; (2) ideographic scripts, examples are Chinese, Japanese and Korean (ab-
breviated as CJK). In these languages, words are composed of one or more characters, 
each of which requires an internal code, and since the size of the character sets are 
at least in the thousands, 16-bits or more must be used to represent these character 
sets. Because of the radical difference between languages, a number of components in 
a system needs to be added to facilitate users who might use different languages. 
2.1 Multilingual Information Processing 
2.1.1 Codesets 
The mapping of a character set to specific numeric codes is called an encoding scheme, 
and the resulting set of numeric codes is called coded character set, or simply code-
set. As far as Chinese is concerned, there are two major character sets, namely the 
Traditional Chinese (used in Taiwan and Hong Kong) and Simplified Chinese (used in 
6 
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People's Republic of China and Singapore). As the most widely used official standard 
codeset in mainland China, GB2312-80 (GB) contains 6763 simplified Chinese charac-
ters, each occupying two bytes. Whereas the official standard codeset in Taiwan, CNS 
consists of 48’ 027 Chinese character, each occupying from two bytes to four bytes. A 
de facto standard codeset BIG5 which is popularly used in Taiwan and Hong Kong, 
contains 15, 053 Chinese characters, each occupying two bytes. 
Since handling multiple codesets is quite troublesome, commercial vendors and in-
ternational standard body jointly developed a universal codeset called ISO 10646 [4]. 
It aims at building a codeset which includes all characters in all commonly used scripts 
and languages, as well as all the symbols you could ever need. In its canonical form, 
ISO 10646 uses four bytes for each character or symbol. However, the most com-
monly used part, referred to as the Basic Multilingual Plane (BMP), uses fixed lower 
two bytes for each character. The set of characters in BMP is commonly known as 
Unicode, in which 20, 902 ideographic characters from Japanese, Korean, Traditional 
Chinese, and Simplified Chinese are coded. The major controversy about Unicode is 
the problem to define sameness. Scholars around the world disagree about whether 
a given group of Han ideographs are alike enough to be combined, and have varying 
options about the way Unicode has done the job. Besides, Unicode still needs to be 
localized to handle particular cultural information for different languages and often 
times, Unicode still has to be mapped into a national codeset to provide compatibility 
since it is more convenient to have one's own language grouped together. 
The encoding scheme of a codeset is essential in character processing such as in 
parsing in multiple codesets environment. In ASCII code, the Most Significant Bit 
(MSB) of the single-byte is zero. In many multi-byte codesets, where a character may 
be composed of one or more bytes, the MSB of each byte is set to 1, these codesets are 
said to be ASCII-transparent. Examples are GB and CNS. For BIG5 and Unicode, 
the MSB of the second byte of a two-byte character may be 0 or 1, problem arises 
when carrying out a byte-oriented searches for ASCII characters. We have to build 
the parser and pattern matching module carefully so that the multiple bytes of an 
ideograph is considered as a whole. 
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2.1 .2 Converters 
A converter is a program for converting codes between two codesets [1]. The idea of 
code conversion is mainly inspired by the presence of different codesets for the same 
character with incompatible code values. For example, ”字，，has the codes 0xD7D6 
and 0xA672 in GB and BIG5 respectively. Another case is that a character in different 
forms such as ”門” and ”门” occupies different code values (0xAAF9 and 0xC3C5) in 
BIG5 and GB. The conversion from one codeset to another might not always yield a 
one-to-one relationship. There are three cases for exceptions: 
• l-to-N. A single character in codeset A can be mapped into more than one 
character in codeset B. This is very common when converting GB to CNS, as in 
other cases where codeset A is a subset of codeset B. 
• N-to-l. Many characters in codeset A can be mapped into a single character in 
codeset B. This is very common when converting CNS to GB, as in other cases 
where codeset A is a superset of codeset B. 
• l-to-0. There is no corresponding character when mapping a character from 
codeset A to codeset B. An example is converting Unicode to GB. 
The existing codesets in different Chinese communities is a typical example, where 
we have different codesets for Traditional Chinese and Simplified Chinese. For commu-
nities like Hong Kong, the existence of converters becomes indispensable for commu-
nication with the mainland China. Note that most converters exist for codesets that 
stem from the same language. The translation between two languages is a completely 
different issue and is not within our scope of work. 
2.1.3 Collations 
Ideographic scripts consist of one or more character rather than collections of let-
ters. The collation methods are also considerably different from those for alphabetic 
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scripts [4]. Sorting schemes can use different attributes of a character as the comparison 
criteria, the following are commonly used for Chinese: 
• Stroke count. Ideographs consist of varying numbers of strokes. Very simple 
characters may have only two or three strokes, while the most complex have 
20 or more. This method is often combined with the radical method. When 
combined, the primary sort is by radical and the secondary is by stroke count. 
• Radical. Ideographs characters are composed in part of a small number of basic 
building blocks called radicals. A sort by radical groups together characters that 
contain the same radical. The ties are broken by stroke counts. 
• Pronunciation. Under this method, ideographs sort according to the way they 
are pronounced. Implementing such a method is much more difficult than it may 
seem. There are no letters to compare for like values; This means pronunciation 
information must be associated in some way with each word. Besides, for Chinese 
characters, the same word may be pronounced differently with different semantic 
meaning according to the context. For example,乐 in 音乐（music) is pronounced 
as "Yue4" in PinYin, while the same word in 快乐（happy) is pronounced as 
"Le4". 
Since a single scheme may not yield a total order, multi-level sort [5] scheme which 
uses the combination of the schemes are used more commonly in practice. 
2.1 .4 Internationalization and Localization 
Traditionally, computer vendors and software providers only target at marketing their 
products at English speaking countries. Due to the blooming development of economy 
and technology of other parts of the world, especially in East Asia, they cannot afford 
to overlook these potentially large markets. To deliver their products to other non-
English-speaking countries, porting is needed to tailor the software from one culture 
to another. The idea of Internationalization (I18N) and Localization (LlON) proposed 
by X/Open is to facilitate the porting process of software [6]. I18N is the process of 
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generalizing computer systems to handle multiple cultural and linguistic conventions. 
Specifically, it involves writing software which contains no code that is dependent on 
the target language, cultural conventions, and the character codeset of that language. 
LlON is the process of customizing a software so that it can run under a particular 
language environment. In this way, when a software is marketed to different countries, 
only the external cultural-dependent information is needed to be localized. 
A locale is a specific language environment that contains a set of tables to define var-
ious language-specific conventions, these include (1) codeset, (2) collation sequence, (3) 
character classification, (4) cultural conventions such as date-time formats, currency 
symbol. The message catalogues provides a facility for displaying messages in the lan-
guage of the current locale. In general, users may select a locale by setting environment 
variables or by function call inside a program. Once a locale is set, character data are 
interpreted according to the codeset of that locale, and character string processing 
will conform to its cultural conventions as well. To use another language environment, 
users need to switch from one locale to another explicitly. 
2.2 OBST 
Since we built our system with the help of OBST, an introduction of OBST is given 
here. OBST [3] implements a persistent storage for objects whose structure and be-
haviour is defined in an object-oriented manner, i.e. in terms of classes, methods and 
inheritance. The OBST data model is designed so that it can be embedded into a host 
language by generating appropriate interfaces and code for the host language from 
given OBST schemas. An embedding into C + + has been implemented. 
The OBST data model provides mechanisms for defining types. These are defined 
in modules that are called schema. Usually a schema consists of declaration of enu-
meration types, external types and definition of classes. An OBST schema compiler is 
available for the compilation of OBST schemas, by which the type information is made 
persistent as an object representing the type. Those objects created later on by an 
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application program are associated with an object representing the type. Depending 
on the degree to which the language performs type-checking, the interface generator 
of the schema compiler generates appropriate interfaces of componenets and methods 
of the classes in this language. 
OBST also provides several predefined types like e.g. sos_Object, List or Set. One 
of the predefined types, sos_Container, serves as an interface to the persistent storage 
manager. Containers provide mechanisms for synchronization, recovery, and cluster-
ing of objects, etc. OBST also provides directory services. The sos_Directory class 
implements a hierarchical mapping from sos_String to objects. It is used to build up 
a hierarchical structure by inserting instances of class sos-Directory in other instances 
of this class. 
2.3 Related Work 
Quite a few DBMSs claim that they support multi-byte characters. In this section, 
we shall briefly introduce the multilingual support in three relational DBMSs, Sybase, 
Oracle and COBASE. Analysis and comments will be given in Chapter 3. 
2.3.1 Sybase 
Sybase is a relational database which adopts the client-server model. It consists of 
a SQL Server which manages information stored in one or more databases. It also 
provides a collection of libraries called Open Server and Open Client for building 
applications [7, 8, 9]. 
The Open Server supports an international application by: 
• Allowing an Open Server application to localize. An Open Server application that 
is localized typically generates error messages in a local language and character 
set, use local datetime formats, and uses a specific character set and collating 
sequence when converting or comparing strings. 
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• Enabling an Open Server application to support localized clients. A localized 
client may use the language, datetime formats, and character set of its choice. 
These may differ from that of the Open Server application. In order to support 
localized clients, an Open Server application must not only translate incoming 
data into its own language and character set, but must also translate outgoing 
messages and data into the client's language and character set. 
On most platforms, Open Server uses environment related variables to determine 
an application's default localization values. A localized client application typically uses 
a local language for Client-Library and SQL Server messages, local datetime formats, 
and a specific character set, and collating sequence when converting or comparing 
strings. The Client-Library also uses environment variables to determine the default 
localization values that an application will use. If these default values, which are 
platform dependent, meet an application's need, it does not have to localize further. 
An application needs to use a special structure to inform the Client-Library of its 
preferred language if it will be working in a language or character set that differs from 
the predominant local language and character set of the Client-Library [8]. 
Sybase has a file which directs Open Client/Server products to language, character 
set, and collating sequence names, but does not contain actual localized messages 
or character set information. The Sybase locales file associates locale names with 
languages, character sets, and collating sequences. It has platform-specific sections, 
each of which contains entries of the form: 
locale = locale_name, language, charset, sortorder 
sortorder is an optional field. If not specified, the sort order for the specified locale 
defaults to binary. For example, a section of the locale file might contain the following 
entries: 
locale = default, us_english, iso_l, dictionary 
locale = fr, french, iso_l, noaccents 
locale = C.japanese, us_english, eucjis 
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On the other hand, the DB-Library use a very different approach, where a con-
nection uses SQL Server's default national language unless the application calls a 
command to set the national language name explicitly [9]. Sybase also supports a 
national character type which deals with multibyte characters, e.g we can declare a 
variable to be NCHAR(n) or NVARCHAR(n), where the actual bytes of storage is n 
times the average national character length. 
In terms of query language, Sybase also provides construct to specify collating 
sequence during output. By default, the collating sequence on the SQL Server de-
termines how the data is sorted. But Sybase also provides six possible sorting or-
ders: binary, dictionary, case-insensitive, case-insensitive with preference, and case-
and accent-insensitive. Sorting orders that are particular to specific national languages 
may also be provided. 
2.3.2 Oracle 
Oracle, another relational DBMS, has an integrated national language architecture. All 
languages and character encoding schemes used by computer terminals are supported 
through the Oracle7 Workgroup Server. The language selected is used to display 
error and status messages, the time and date format, and determine the character set 
used [10 . 
To choose the language, territory and character set, procedures must be carried out 
at both of the server and client sides. On the server side, a starter database is provided 
which has a default character set of US7ASCII. To change character set the Database 
Administrator (DBA) has to create a new database by the C H A R A C T E R SET 
clause of the C R E A T E D A T A B A S E statement. It governs all character data stored 
in the database and is fixed for the life of the database. Specifying the C H A R A C T E R 
SET clause in the C R E A T E D A T A B A S E statement is an important consideration 
when creating a database, since it cannot be changed subsequently without re-creating 
the database. If clients are to access a database using different character sets, the 
database character set must be equivalent to, or a superset of, these character sets. 
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On the client side, different language, territory and character set can be used for 
each session by specifying a language parameter as an environment variable. For 
example, in C shell: 
$ setenv MLS_LAMG language_territory.character_set 
where language, territory, are selected from the list of Oracle supported languages, 
and characterset is the character set supported by the end user's terminal. 
Besides choosing language, territory and character set, there are six other user-
specifiable parameters for greater flexibility in controlling the operation of specific 
language-dependent features. They are nls_date_format, nls_date�anguage, 
nls_numeric_characters, nls_currency, nls_iso_currency and nls_sort. If these 
parameters are specified, they will override the corresponding values defined implicitly 
by nls_language and nls_territory. All NLS parameters can be changed within a 
session with the ALTER SESSION statement. We shall not go into details for the six 
parameters except nls_sort. Oracle's national language architecture provides a sort 
sequence, linguistic sort, designed to overcome the limitations of normal computer 
binary character sorts. This enables text to be sorted according to specific linguistic 
conventions, independent of the binary values of the characters. The syntax is as 
follows: 
NLS_SORT = BINARY | name 
where name has no direct connection to language. It is not possible for an instance 
to use both the binary and linguistic sort mechanisms simultaneously. If BINARY is 
specified, only the binary sorting mechanism is usable. 
Applications implemented in a client-server configuration may use different com-
puter platforms for Oracle7 Workgroup Server and application software. Where the 
platforms use different character-encoding schemes, character data passed between 
client and server must be converted between the encoding schemes. This is done in a 
way that is transparent to the client application. 
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2.3 .3 C O B A S E 
Cobase [11] is a DBMS developed in the mainland China as part of kernel of the 
Chinese Open System Platform (COSP). The operating system of COSP conforms 
to the POSIX standard and has been localized to the simplified Chinese language 
environment. Besides, the graphical user interface and the application programmes 
are localized also. As an important component of COSP, COBASE aims to supporting 
chinese data management. It conforms to the SQL89 query language and its support 
of Chinese is reflected in the following aspects: 
• Codesets supported are ASCII and GB codesets. 
• Character string can be a mix of ASCII and GB codesets. 
鲁 Identifiers can be in English or GB 
• Sorting can be performed according to PinYin, stroke counts or radical. 
• Text editing functions are customized to process the two-byte GB data, including 
displaying, inserting, deleting and cursor movements in simplified chinese text. 
2.3 .4 SQL92 Standard 
SQL has become the de facto standard for the query language in DBMS and it repre-
sents an extremely important feature of the database world. SQL92 has been adopted 
as an international standard by the International Standard Organization (ISO). It has 
expanded greatly the support for character data, including multiple character sets, 
collations, conversion, and constructs for tagging language information in data. Five 
major SQL92 constructs related to character data will be discussed below [2, 12, 13 . 
Character sets and collations 
In the SQL92 standard, it allows characters sets and collations to be defined and 
destroyed. 
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character-set-definition 
:=CREATE CHARACTER SET character-set-name [ AS ] 
GET existing-character_set 
[COLLATE collation-name | COLLATION FROM collation-source ] 
collation-definition := CREATE COLLATION collation-name 
FOR character-set-name 
FROM collation-source [ PAD SPACE | NO PAD ] 
drop-character-set 
:=DROP CHARACTER SET character-set-name 
drop-collation 
:=DROP COLLATION collation-name 
However, the SQL92 merely provides the syntax of the language. Its semantics and 
mechanism of support is left to the implementation. The following items are considered 
to be outside the framework of SQL92: (a) the specific characters contained within a 
given character set, (b) the associated character encoding scheme, and (c) the specific 
character ordering represented by a given collation. In other words, all character sets 
and all collations are defined in terms of some “external" specification, which are 
expected to be defined in some national or international standards. 
Character data type 
The basic syntax for “ character string data type" is extended to include optional 
CHARACTER SET and COLLATE specifications: 
CHARACTER [ VARYING ] [ ( length ) ] 
[CHARACTER SET character-set ] 
[COLLATE collation ] 
If the CHARACTER SET clause is omitted, the default character set for the rel-
evant schema is assumed. The character set of a schema is specified at its creation 
time: 
CREATE SCHEMA schema-name 
[DEFAULT CHARACTER SET character-set-name ] 
[schema-element-list ] 
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Character literals and identifiers 
A character string literal is a sequence of symbols enclosed in quotation marks. To 
specify the character set of a character string literal, the name of the character set, 
prefixed with an underscore, is written in front of the literal itself: 
_character-set-name *string* 
To specify the character set of an identifier, it is just the same as that of character 
string literals. Although identifier in general can be written using any character set the 
user so chooses, an exception arises in the choice of identifiers that represent character 
set name themselves; such identifiers are limited to the letters A-Z (or a-z), the digit 
0-9, and underscores. The reason for this limitation is to avoid the problem of recursion 
that would otherwise occur. With such constructs, we would be able to tag literals 
and identifiers with their codesets. 
Assignments and comparisons 
For assigning a source character string to a target variable declared to be string char-
acter type, the assignment is allowed if and only if the source and the target are 
compatible. By compatible, we mean that the source and target should have the same 
character set. In case the character sets are different, we may use the convert() function 
before assignment. 
For character string comparison, the two comparands must be compared according 
to some specific collating sequence. The general rule is that the two character strings 
can be compared if and only if they have the same collation, or at least can be coerced 
to have the same collation. To determine the collation of the result of a character 
string operation based on the collations of the participating character strings, SQL92 
has defined a set of rules. Also, to cover all possible cases, another attribute called 
coercibility of character string is defined for all character strings. This attribute is 
associate with specific strings as appeared in an expression and has nothing to do with 
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legal? / compare sl sl sl sl 
according to no coll. seq. explicit c l implicit c l coercible 
s2 no coll. seq. illegal c l illegal illegal 
s2 explicit c2 c2 same:OK c2 c2 
difF.:illegal 
s2 implicit c2 illegal c l same:OK c2 
diff.:illegal 
s2 coercible illegal c l c l use default coll. 
of charset of sl , s2 
Table 2.1: Rules for comparing 2 character strings sl and s2. sl and s2 must be from 
the same character set 
the character set at all. 
Every string can take one of the 4 possible values of coercibility: 
• no collating sequence - result of concatenating two strings which have different 
collating sequences. 
• coercible - a character string literal whose corresponding collation is the default 
collation for the applicable character set; 
• implicit - columns of base tables always have implicit collations 
• explicit - the result of the COLLATE function. 
With these coercibility values, we may define rules for the monadic functions (e.g. 
TRIM, SUBSTRING), dyadic functions (e.g || concatenation) and comparisons. The 
rules for the monadic functions is that the returned string inherits the character set, 
coercibility and collation from that single string. Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 shows the 
rules for string comparisons and concatenations respectively. 
Scalar operators and functions 
This subsection describes those new functions that operate on character strings. They 
may appear in an expression in a SQL statement. 
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sr sl no coll. seq. sl explicit c l sl implicit c l sl coercible 
s2 no coll. seq. no coll.seq. c l no coll. seq. no coll. seq. 
s2 explicit c2 c2 same:explicit c2 c2 
difF.:illegal 
s2 implicit c2 no coll. seq. c l same:implicit c2 
diff.:no coll.seq 
s2 coercible no coll. seq. c l c l no coll. seq. 
Table 2.2: Rules for string concatenation: sr = sl || s2. sl and s2 must be from the 
same character set 
• Translate 
The TRANSLATE function translates a specified character string, character by 
character, into another string of the same length, using a predefined translation 
that maps a source character set to a target character set. The syntax of using 
the translate function is shown below: 
TRANSLATE( string USING translation ) 
where string is an arbitrary character string expression. The function returns a 
string whose characters are determined from those of "string" according to the 
translation. 
參 Convert 
The syntax of using the convert function is: 
CONVERT ( string USING conversion ) 
The function converts an arbitrary string expression according to conversion 
to yield another string which has implicit coercibility and collation being the 
default collation for the target character set. Both the set of translations and 
conversions available are implementation-defined, and the implementation must 
document them with their availability and what they actually do. 
It is criticized by C.J. Date [12] that the functionality of convert and translate 
function are just the same. All expressions in convert function can also be ex-
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pressed by a translate function. Thus, in our discussion, we shall ignore the 
translate function. 
• Collate 
The expression "string COLLATE collation" returns a string that has the same 
value and character set as string, but with explicit coercibility and with the 
specific collation. COLLATE can be used in a GROUP BY clause to specify 
a collation to be used for grouping purposes, provided the relevant grouping 
column is of type character string. It can also be used in ORDER BY clause to 
specify a collation to be used for ordering purpose. 
Chapter 3 
Defects of Existing Systems and 
Proposed Language Extensions 
Both Sybase and Oracle need to specify the language and character set used during 
start up, either by using environment variables or by special language construct. There 
is no way to change the selected codeset or mix codesets in a database. This is similar 
to the locale model proposed by X/Open for facilitating I18N and LlON [6]. Cobase 
is different from Sybase and Oracle in that it is a fully localized DBMS and ignores 
the problem of negotiating codesets between client and server. It is developed as a 
dedicated DBMS that caters for the mainland Chinese, it does not even have the 
functions of converting simplified character data to traditional ones. All of the above 
three systems share similar problems of the locale model, whereby the system can 
process only one codeset at a given time. 
In general, a user may select a locale by setting environment variables or by func-
tion call inside a program. Once the environment is set, all data are interpreted and 
processed based on the selected language environment. This model do have some 
well-known drawbacks and is proved to be inadequate for a multilingual DBMS [4]: 
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3.1 Defects of Existing Methods - Locale Model 
1. Locale information is not tied to data. This is because the locale model works 
within the UNIX file system philosophy, which processes data as typeless streams 
of bytes. Changing locale only changes the way data are interpreted. Also the 
model does not have any mechanism for designating a specific locale, thus there 
is no way to determine the locale under which data was created. This may result 
in misinterpretation of data especially in a distributed environment, where a user 
may try to access a relational table from a remote site, not only users do not 
know the locale of the relational table, there is no standard way for an application 
program to obtain the locale information of the table too. 
2. Allows only one codeset to be used at a time, which means at any time, we can 
correctly process text data in a single codeset only. Meaningless data may also be 
resulted if operations such as join and string searching are performed on tables 
that are created under different locale settings. 
3. Switching between locales is inefficient. Even if data are tagged with locale 
information, and allow the locale settings to be changed at run time, the change 
of locale settings would not only change the way data are processed, but also 
changes the system messages. This not only violate our requirement that the 
system messages should be independent of the data being processed, but also 
make it very inefficient in processing data in different codesets if we need to 
change the locale from time to time. 
3.2 Defects of SQL92 
Although SQL92 tries to extend support for multiple codesets and collations, there 
are still many issues concerning the actual implementation and support for multiple 
languages. To keep textual data in a particular codeset, the database schema defini-
tion must provide a way to specify data items' codeset information, this is referred 
to as codeset announcement. In SQL92, codeset announcement is supported in three 
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levels. By definition, an SQL-environment consists of catalogs, and each catalog con-
sists of SQL-schemas, which in turn, consists of a set of relational tables [2]. In table 
level, we may specify its codeset if a column is of character data type. Thus, all the 
character string values in that column will be composed of characters draw from that 
codeset. If the CHARACTER SET specification is omitted from a character data type 
specification, the default character set for the relevant schema is assumed by default. 
In SQL92, the syntax of table definition is as follows: 
CREATE TABLE table-name 
(column-name {data-type | domain},...) 
In this statement, we specify its data type or domain for each column. The data 
type or domain may be a character string data type with a specific codeset. This 
is referred to as column-wise codeset announcement. This complies with the way we 
define a relation scheme in relational databases: 
relation — {Ai : Di, A2 : D),…，An ： Dn) 
where A{ are columns and Di are the corresponding domains. This implies that 
character data in a column must be in the same codeset. However, there are two 
reasons that we may want to retain the original codeset when the input data is not in 
the default codeset of the column: 
1. One of the issues in having a column-wise codeset announcement is that, existing 
ideographic, or more specifically Chinese, input method systems hardly allow 
users to input characters from multiple codesets simultaneously. When we input 
textual data whose codeset is not the one specified in the column definition, code 
conversion is needed before the data can be stored. However, we have to run the 
risk of losing data since code conversion is not a one-to-one mapping. To avoid 
losing information, we should allow users to keep the incoming data in original 
codeset. Thus codeset announcement need to be done on a tuple-by-tuple basis. 
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2. Besides, from a conceptual point of view, a tuple in a relational table represents 
an aggregation of related values. It may be a personnel record in a company, 
or the information about a book in a library. Since a tuple itself constitutes a 
meaningful entity, we may want to retain the original codeset of a tuple. This 
also calls for row-wise codeset announcement. That is, the codeset of a tuple. 
3.3 Proposed Language Extensions 
As a compromise of the above codeset announcement schemes, we propose a language 
construct to allow a mix of column-wise and row-wise codeset announcement: the 
character set specification in the CREATE TABLE statement serves as a default, while 
the codeset specified when inserting a tuple will override the default codeset. In this 
way, each character string data item is essentially tagged with its codeset information. 
When inserting a tuple into a table, we allow users to specify the codeset of a particular 
column, whether to store the input data as it is or to conform to the default codeset 
of the column. This implies that in a single column with character data type, data 
can be in different codesets. With this model in mind, we need to extend the SQL 
language to cater for this mixture of codeset announcement scheme. Six aspects of the 
language need to be modified, each of them is described below. 
3.3.1 Inserting tuples 
The proposed statement for inserting tuple(s) is as follows: 
INSERT IMTO table-name 
{[(column-convert-commalist)] table-exp | DEFAULT VALUES} 
column-convert-commalist ::= 
column-name [NOCONVERT] 
I column-name [NOCONVERT], column-convert-commalist 
The column-convert-commalist allows users to specify whether the data for a par-
ticular column is to be stored as the default codeset or in its own codeset. The keyword 
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NOCONVERT following column-name is applicable to a column with character data 
type. If the keyword is omitted, the character value resulted from the tahle-exp will be 
converted to the default codeset of the column using the default converter for the two 
codesets. 
If the keyword is specified, the character value resulted from the tahle-exp will be 
stored in its own codeset. This is feasible because the character values resulted from 
the tahle-exp always carry the codeset and collation information, due to the following 
reasons. 
• There are two sources of values that will contribute to the table-exp, namely 
literals and existing data items in tables. 
• For character literals, to specify the character set of a string literal, the name of 
the character set is written in front of the character string itself. If the character-
set-name is omitted, the default character set of the schema is assumed. 
• For existing data items in the tables, they have already carried codeset and 
collation information as they should be previously entered into the tables as 
literals or as the result of operations that also take care of codeset and collation 
information. 
3.3.2 Updating tuples 
The statement for updating tuples is similar to that of inserting tuples into a table. We 






I update-assignment, update-assignment-commalist 
update-assignment ::= 
column-name [NOCONVERT] = {scalar-exp | DEFAULT} 
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3.3.3 Querying (Retrieving tuples) 
When writing queries, additional language constructs should be provided for two pur-
poses: 
• To retrieve data that are in a particular codeset. 
• To specify which codeset the query should apply to. 
Thus, we define a boolean function: 
CODESET( character-string-exp IS character-set-name) 
This function takes character-string-exp and character-set-name as arguments and re-
turn true if the character data resulting from character-string-exp belongs to character-
set-name, otherwise return false. With this function, further restrictions can be applied 
to the set of tuples by adding more conditions in the query predicate. 
3.3.4 String matching 
Mixed codeset announcement also affect string-matching operation. String matching 
statement appears as follows: 
SELECT * 
FROM aTable 
WHERE coll LIKE 'pattern' 
Now the column that appears in the string matching predicate may have multiple 
codesets, we should allow users to search strings from different codesets. New language 
constructs are provided for users to specify whether to perform conversion on the 
pattern matching expression. 
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ALL 
With the keyword ALL, users may specify that code conversions, whenever possible, 
are performed before pattern matching is carried out. The syntax is as follows: 
SELECT * 
FROM aTable 
WHERE coll LIKE _iso8859_l "/.abc'/.' ALL 
The semantic of the above statement is that: suppose the pattern ('abc') is ex-
pressed as a character string in iso8859-l, and with ALL, the predicate is true if the 
value of coll 
1. contains the substring 'abc' in iso8859-l, or 
2. contains the substring 'abc' after being converted to iso8859-l from other code-
sets, for all converters exist whose target codeset is iso8859-l. 
If the key word ALL is omitted, the predicate is true for the first case only. 
INCLUDE 




WHERE coll LIKE ，％abc%， INCLUDE iso8859-2, iso8859-3 
Suppose 'abc' is in iso8859-l, the above statement means to search for those char-
acter strings in iso8859-l, iso8859-2 as well as iso8859-3, which, after conversion (if 
converters exist) to iso8859-l, contains the substring 'abc'. This in fact is a shorthand 
of the following SQL statement which is allowed in SQL92: 
SELECT * 
FROM aTable 
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Figure 3.1: Possible scenarios in performing join. 
WHERE coll LIKE '7,abc'/,' 
or coll LIKE CONVERT(^7,abcy.' USING 8859_1T08859_2) 
or coll LIKE COMVERT('7,abcy.' USING 8859_1T08859_3)； 
where 8859-lT08859.2 and 8859AT08859.3 are the name of converters that are 
previously installed into the system. However, the above SQL statement requires a 
user to know the names of all the converters. The proposed alternative implies that 
the default converter is used and is obviously more convenient. 
3.3.5 Performing Joins 
In relational database, the relational operation natural join acts on two tables and 
returns a table consisting of all possible tuples that are a combination of two tuples, 
one from each of the two specified tables, such that the two tuples contributing to any 
given combination have a common value for the common column(s) of the two relations. 
Natural join is a special case of the equijoin, whereby the the joining columns may have 
different attribute names [14]. In other words, equijoin takes the following form in SQL: 
SELECT * 
FROM A, B 
WHERE X <equality operator> Y 
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where A and B are tables and X and Y are columns in A and B respectively. 
We define different equality operators for performing equijoin. Figure 3.1 shows 
the possible scenarios in performing equijoin. One of the columns involved, A.coll, 
consists of character string in 3 codesets: GB, CNS, BIG5, while B.coll are in GB, JIS 
and BIG5. There are three possible ways of performing joins: 
1. Join is performed on values in the same codeset, which means that values in 
GB in A.coll will compare with values in GB in B.coll, and that CNS in A.coll 
compare with CNS in B.coll and so on. (Figure 3.1(a)). The comparison is done 
by first checking the codesets, only if the codesets are the same the string values 
are compared. Thus the syntax need not be changed: 
SELECT * 
FROM A, B 
WHERE A.coll = B.coll 
2. Join is performed after converting both character data items to a universal code-
set (Unicode in our case). The new operator is named uequal. Because of Han 
Unification, those characters that are in different codesets but share the same 
glyph (shape of a character) occupies the same code value in Unicode will thus 
be compared to be equal (Figure 3.1(c)). 
3. Join is performed on character data after code conversion. This scheme first 
checks if the two character data are in the same codeset, if not, it will try to 
look for a converter between the two codesets, and if such a converter exist, code 
conversion will be carried out first before comparison. If they are the same after 
code conversion, they are the common values. Suppose we have 厂东大文(in GB) 
in A.coll, two 陳大文 (one in BIG5 and one in CNS) in B.coll, then both tuples 
will be included in the resulting table, while the uequal operator will not include 
them. The new operator is named equal 
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3.3.6 Sorting and Indexing 
As now character strings from different codesets can exist in a single column, it will 
create problems in collating character strings values when building indices and order-
ing display. Because of the fact that different codesets can associate with different 
collations, there are three solutions for sorting the set of values: 
1. Non-defaults displayed last 
This trivial solution is based on the assumption that character data in non-
default codesets are rare cases. Hence we simply sort those character data items 
in default codeset with some collation first and the non-defaults are displayed 
last. However, when character data items in non-default codesets are not the 
minority, this method would destroy the purpose of sorting. 
2. Conversion first 
Data are converted to one codeset before carrying out collation. There are two 
choices of the target codeset. One is the default codeset, where each data item 
not in default codeset are converted to it. This is not a practical choice as the 
default codeset is arbitrary, one cannot expect there is a conversion between two 
arbitrary codesets. Another choice is to convert all the character string data 
items to an universal codeset (such as Unicode), and collation is done according 
to the collation associated with the universal codeset. There are two implications 
for this method: 
• There must be an association between the universal codeset,s collation and 
the original collations that are associated with different codesets. Sup-
pose the collation associated with GB data is PinYin while that of SJIS (a 
Japanese codeset) data is radical, it is hard to find a collation associated 
with the universal codeset that sorts the two codesets in the specific orders. 
• Character strings of different languages will be mixed in the sorted data. 
This is acceptable for the cases like Simplified Chinese and Traditional Chi-
nese, but it would be illogical to see Chinese and Japanese intervening (due 
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to Han unification). 
3. Collate different codesets separately 
In this case, the set of tuples are partitioned into classes according to codesets 
they belong to. Data are then collated according to each codeset's collation se-
quence. For example, suppose a column contains both GB and SJIS data. Then 
GB data would be collated according to the collation they associated with, and 
SJIS are collated in the same manner. This option is chosen for our implemen-
tation for the general availability of collations of most codesets. 
SQL92 does not include the index statement, but most vendors do implement it. 
We believe that it is a useful statement for users to index a table according to the 
collating sequence he or she likes. The statements to create and drop index are shown 
below: 
CREATE INDEX index-name ON table-name ( column-collate-commalist ) 
column-collate-commalist 
::=column-name [collate-clause] 
I column-name [collate-clau.se] comma column-collate-commalist 
collate-clause 
：：=COLLATE collation-name 
DROP INDEX index-name 
If the collate-clause is specified, the collation denoted by the collation-name will 
override the collation of the codeset that collation-name is associated with. 
Chapter 4 
DBMS Design and 
Implementation 
We focus our design and implementation on those componenets related to language 
issues. Other components like query optimization, data recovery scheme, concurrency 
control, buffer management, etc, are independent ofthe character data being process or 
stored, thus they are outside the scope of this thesis. Figure 4.1 shows the components 
that are related to the language issues and the following specifies what features are 
needed in these components. 
1. Datatype 
The DBMS should provide character type that are able to deal with multibyte 
characters. The DBMS should be able to allocate enough memory for storing 
strings of multibyte characters according to the coding scheme of different code-
sets. 
2. Data Definition Language 
The DBMS should allow users to represent metadata in their native languages. 
Metadata includes the name of users' tables and columns specifying through 
through the Data Definition Language (DDL). Language constructs should be 
provided to allow installation of and switching between character sets, and dif-
ferent collations associated with each of the character sets. 
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Figure 4.1: The components of DBMS that are related to language issues. 
3. Data Manipulation Language 
Language constructs should be provided to allow users to retrieve data with 
respect to a particular character set or collation sequence. Also, string manip-
ulation functions must be defined to support operations on character strings. 
Conversion function for different codesets are also needed. Also, the semantics 
of string matching and comparison must be carefully defined. 
4. Parser of Source Text The parser should be able to parse source text that is 
composed of ASCII and multi-byte characters. Source text refers to the DDL and 
DML language elements which have to be represented as character strings in some 
character set [15]. We can divide these elements into three categories: the key 
words (e.g SELECT, CREATE), the identifiers (table and column names) and the 
literals (correspond to actual character data in a table). Each of these categories 
can be represented by different character sets depending on the environment of 
the application. 
5. Indexing Users should be able to build index according to different collation 
sequences, instead of merely based on the binary values of the character data. 
6. User Interface Despite of the fact that the data stored in a database can be 
multilingual, we still want the system to display system instructions and error 
messages in a user's native language and comply with the cultural conventions. 
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Figure 4.2: The overall system design architecture. 
4.1 System Architecture 
The system architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. In our implementation, the DBMS is 
a server that provides a RPC interface for clients. The server is a state machine that 
changes from state to state according to the input parameter within a connection. For 
example, a connection may start with specifying the default codeset that the W W W 
front-end want to use. The server must remember this chosen codeset so that it can 
carry out code conversion as required in subsequent operations. 
The Lexical Analyzer is responsible for breaking down the input stream into to-
kens, which are then passed to the Parser. Input streams can be the standard input 
or any other streams from the RPC interface. The Parser recognizes different SQL 
commands and distribute the command to various components like Query Processor, 
Data Dictionary, Database Environment. 
The Data Dictionary is a collection of relational tables that store meta data. These 
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include name of existing schema and their default codesets, name of existing tables, 
domains, indices, codesets, collations, converters, etc. Definitions of tables are also 
kept. Users may query the Data Dictionary but are not allowed to update it directly. 
Instead it is updated by the system when database objects are created using the various 
CREATE statement. 
The Database Environment serves as an execution context. It stores the default 
codeset of identifiers and character data objects, the default schema to use if data 
objects are not qualified, the result of a SQL statement, status data indicating whether 
a SQL command or query is successful or not, etc. It also loads the Data Dictionary 
so that users may query it whenever necessary. If a client is connected to the server, it 
memorizes the codeset chosen by the client so that character data can be converted to 
the codeset recognized by the client. It also provides buffering services for the clients 
to retrieve results in more then one step. 
The Query Processor is responsible for processing SQL queries. The Parser initiates 
the Query Processor by passing a syntactically correct SQL query to it. The Query 
Processor then preprocesses the query to ensure that the referencing tables and columns 
exist, to perform type checking, and to convert the column references to an internal 
format. The Query Processor then executes the preprocessed query and returns the 
resulting table. 
Since we have to redefine the character data object, we need to define the basic 
data types and structures of actual data objects ourselves so that relational tables can 
be defined by using these basic data objects. These are referred to as Database objects. 
Codesets, collations and converters are treated as components that provide services 
to facilitate the implementation of comparison and conversion functions in relational 
tables and the index module. 
Our system adopts the object oriented approach which provides encapsulation of 
data that is important for codeset announcement. The OBST persistent object man-
agement system frees us from handling clustering, buffer management and locking 
of databases [3]. We thus can concentrate on manipulation of character object and 
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provide a query interface for users. Moreover, an embedding of OBST for the C + + 
language is provided. For the Lexical Analyzer and Parser, flex [16] and bison [17 
are used. Most of the components of the W W W interface are built using Java. In 
the following sections, we describe the key representations of various database objects, 
character related facilities and the flow of the query processor, with emphasis placed 
on operations involving character data. Details of all data structures and functions are 
given in the Programmers' Guide in Appendix B. 
4.2 Lexical Analyzer and Parser 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the source code of SQL has to be represented as character 
strings in some character set. The discussion below requires that the codeset being 
used to write the source code is ASCII transparent. We have to consider 3 components 
in the source code: 
1. SQL keywords The SQL keywords are assumed to be composed of ASCII char-
acters, so they can be easily represented as a sequence of ASCII characters in 
the lexical analyzer program. 
2. identifiers Since we allow table names, column names and the likes to be in a 
national language, say Chinese, we should allow byte values between 0x80-0xff 




3. literals Character literals are similar to identifiers except that they are enclosed 
by quote symbols and the starting symbols are different: 
charrep ({digit>|{letter>| ... | {nonascii}) 
literal \，{charrep}*\， 
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Since the default of flex is to generate a 7-bit scanner, we have to turn on the 8-bit 
option so that the most significant bit (MSB) in a byte is not stripped. 
The fact that codesets should be ASCII transparent is also required in the parser 
during semantic analysis. As each character type must be associated with a codeset, 
this implies that any character literals must contain characters drawn from the same 
character set. However, in case of string matching, we have to specify the pattern in 
terms of some string-matching operators of the SQL language, such as _ and %. e.g. 
SELECT * 
FROM book 
WHERE author LIKE 'Chan? 
Thus we cannot avoid the case of mixing ASCII and non-ASCII characters in a 
character string. Since we assume that the SQL reserved keywords (operators) are in 
ASCII, we need the codesets to be ASCII transparent when processing the query. 
4.3 Database Objects 
Our implementation of DBMS support the following five data types: (1) integer, (2) 
character, (3) float, (4) date and (5) time. Each type is represented as a class and 
Type_cldss is the superclass of those classes that represent the supported data types. 
The actual data of the supported data type are modeled by the Data_class, which 
is the superclass of Char_data_class, Int_data_class, Float—data—class, Date—data—class 
and Time_data_class. Each of these classes implements such methods as output to a 
stream, arithmetic operations, comparisons, etc. Type-class and Data_class are then 
used by the Table-class to model relational table definition and tuples it contains. The 
Tahle-class contains the name of the table, a list of column definitions, a list of tuples, 
and a list of index objects that indexed on the table. Table—class provides such services 
as inserting and retrieving tuples and columns. It also implement the printing method 
whose corresponding message should specifies an output stream and a target codeset. 
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Figure 4.3: The character data class. 
Char_data_class is of particular interest to us. Its class diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 4.3. In order to incorporate codeset and collation information, we introduce two 
attributes called codeset and collation, codeset indicates which codeset the byte stream 
represents, and collation indicates the collation to be used when the character data 
is compared with other character data. If the collation value is not set, the default 
collation associated with the codeset is used. The attribute coercibility is used to deter-
mine the collation to be used during comparison, as described in Table 2.1. Note that 
the incorporation of these extra attributes incur overhead on the space occupied by a 
table. The extra space required by each character data object are the two references to 
the codeset and collation objects, together with the space occupied by the coercibility 
attribute. 
The Char_data_class implements methods that respond to messages like concat(), 
convert(), charJen(), ptn_match(). These methods takes the codeset to compute the 
desired value. In the case of comparison, two methods mycomparejvalue() and com-
pare_value() are implemented that correspond to comparison with and without code 
conversion. This is particularly useful in performing joins. While the user may want 
to join tables based on the criteria that two character values are the same only if they 
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Figure 4.4: The organization of database objects in directories. 
are in the same codeset, it may sometimes be more meaningful to join tables after code 
conversion. 
As far as a schema is concerned it has a default codeset which will be used as 
the default for character data when creating tables. A schema provides the entry 
point to access these objects in the persistent store. With the help of sos_Directory 
class, we organize the collection of objects as shown in Figure 4.4. Each schema 
is an object in the root directory. A subdirectory that has the same name as the 
schema is created to store objects belong to that schema. The schema subdirectory 
has three subdirectories that stores the domain objects, table objects and codeset 
objects. Collation and converters objects are stored as components of their associated 
codeset. With this structure, we may later impose permission on the collection of 
objects so that only authorized users are allowed to access them. It also allow the 
DBMS to maintain the identities of objects easily. 
4.4 Data Dictionary 
Conceptually, Data Dictionary is a built-in schema that contain publicly available 
database objects and other implementation defined codesets, collations and converters. 
It inherits from Schema_class and thus provides methods such as inserting and deleting 
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Figure 4.5: The conversion of an identifier between codeset. 
tables. Users may also query tables in the dictionary just like other user-defined tables. 
One of the implementation issues of the Data Dictionary is to decide in what 
codeset all the identifiers should be stored. We choose Unicode to store identifiers to 
guarantee the uniqueness of identifiers. Suppose we have a table with the name ,,abc" 
in GB, we should not allow users to create another table with the same name but in a 
different codeset, say BIG5. Converting identifiers to Unicode will help to guarantee 
the uniqueness as required by an identifier. 
However, we do have access problems when converting all table names and column 
names into Unicode. The problem is depicted in Figure 4.5. Suppose we have a table 
name in GB in creation time called Cgb, which has a one-to-one mapping with BIG5 
code Cb5 and that they have different glyphs. When the table name is converted 
into Unicode and stored in persistent store, it occupies the codepoint Ugh. While C&5 
occupies the codepoint Uhb in Unicode. They occupies different codepoints in Unicode 
because they have different glyphs. Suppose now we want to access the table in a BIG5 
locale, we list out the table names by querying the Data Dictionary, the table name 
appears as C&5 after code conversion. However, when we want to query the table, we 
refer to the table as Ch^  and discover that the table is not found. This is because 
Cft5 is mapped to Ub5 instead of Ugb^  thus the system fails to find the table from the 
persistent store through the directory service. If it happens that Cgb and Cb5 have the 
same glyph, they would occupy the same codepoint in Unicode, thus it would be able 
to load the table from both GB and BIG5 locale. 
Our approach to solving the problem is that we try to match the user input with a 
Unicode identifier using all the converters associated with Unicode and further convert 
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it to the codeset of the user input. For example, if the user input is C^5, and there is 
a Unicode identifier, say Ugh that we would like to check if it is the same as the user 
input after code conversion, for each converter available for Unicode, we convert Ugh 
to the target codeset, and the output is, say Cx, if x is gb, we just compare the two 
binary values right away. If x is not gb, and if there exists a converter from x to gb, 
we convert C : to the gb codeset and check if it is the same as Cgb. This procedure is 
some what tedious but it does allow us to access from BIG5 locale the tables that are 
originally created under a GB locale, enabling data to be exchanged. 
4.5 Character Objects Related Facilities 
There are three main components concerning a coded character set. The first one is 
the codeset itself, for which the DBMS should provide a facility for users to install a 
codeset as required. Since different regions may use different codesets and new codeset 
may be established for one reason or another, providing a facility that allows users 
to install a codeset gives a general solution. In other words, we no longer confine the 
application of a DBMS to a particular set of codesets. As new codeset evolves, we 
could extend the capability of the DBMS to handle data in that new codeset without 
the need to recompile the DBMS. 
The second component is the collations associated with codesets. Apart from the 
default collation sequence associated with a codeset, we allow users to install additional 
collation sequences for a codeset. One can argue that a particular collation sequence 
can be provided using secondary indexing method if a user application so requires. 
However, this approach is on an ad hoc basis, and it does not make the most commonly 
used collation sequences generally available in Chinese or other languages where sorting 
in internal code sequence is not desirable. Our approach allows any user program to 
choose a collation sequence at will, without the need to build up secondary indexing 
individually. 
The third one is the converters for converting character data items between code-
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sets. This functionality is required in case of matching character data when the codeset 
of the user input is different from that of the data in a database or in case of performing 
join. We shall describe the three installation mechanisms in the following subsections. 
4.5.1 Codesets 
The create statement of installing codeset is as follows: 
codeset_def ::= 
CREATE CHARACTER SET charset_name 
FROM EXTERNAL ('charmap_source, locdef_sourceO 
[COLLATION FROM EXTERNAL ('collation_sourceO] 
The charset_name refers to the name that will be used by an user to refer to the 
codeset in an SQL statement. To create a codeset, we have to provide two files, a 
charmap file and a locale definition file. 
The charmap and locale definition files 
A character set description file or charmap defines the characteristics of a codeset [4]. 
Codeset character values are defined using symbolic character names followed by char-
acter encoding values. The charmap file provides: 
• The capability to describe character set attributes (such as collation order or 
character classes) independent of character set encoding, and using only the 
characters in the portable character set. This makes it possible to create generic 
source files for all codesets. (A portable character set refers to the minimum 
set of characters guaranteed to exist on a given compliant system, i.e. English 
letters A-Z, a-z and digits 0-9.) 
• Standardized symbolic names for all characters in the portable character set, 
making it possible to refer to any such character regardless of encoding. 
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Each symbolic name included in the file is mapped to a unique encoding value. 
There should be three sections in a charmap file of a codeset if it is to be installed 
into the DBMS. The first section is the declaration section where users may give 
the codeset name for which this charmap file is defined; users may also define the 
comment character and the escape character for the encoding values. The second 
section begins with a line containing the string CHARMAP in column 1 and ends with 
a line containing the string END CHARMAP in column 1. This section consists of 
a list of mapping of symbolic names to their encoding values. Each entry takes two 
possible forms: 
"•/,s y.s y,s\n" ,<symbolic-name>,<encoding>,<comments> 
or 
"7.s . . //,s y,s y,s\n" , <symbolic-name>, <symbolic-name>, 
<encoding>，<comments> 
The encoding values are hexadecimal numbers which are preceded by \x, they 
can also be decimal or octal numbers, preceded by \d and \ respectively. Since an 
ideographic codeset typically contains thousands of character and it would be extremely 
tedious to list each in a charmap. We may use ellipses to indicate ranges of characters. 
The line: 
<gb04-01>...<gb04-03> \xa4\xal 




The above two sections are defined in the POSIX.2 standard, while the third section 
is invented by ourselves for determing character boundaries. The third section begins 
with a line containing the string CHARBOUNDARY and ends with a line containing 
the string END CHARBOUNDARY. This section consists of a list of encoding range 
associated with the number of bytes. Each line is of the following form: 
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codeset min. max. no. of bytes 
UNICODE 0x00 Oxff— 2 —  
GB2312 0 ^ ~ " 0 ^ 1 
0xa1 0xf7 2 
^ B I G 5 0 ^ " ~ 0 ? ^ 1 
0xa1 0xfe 2 
C N S 1 1 6 4 3 ~ ~ 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ 1 
0xa1 0xfe 2 
0x8e 0x8e 4 
" ^ U T F 8 0 ^ ~ ~ 0 ^ 1 
0xc0 0xdf 2 
0xe0 0xef 3 
0xf0 0xf7 4 
0xf8 0xfb 5  
0xfc 0xfd 6 
Table 4.1: Encoding ranges of first byte of a character and their corresponding no. 
of bytes in some common codesets. 
<min. leading byte value> <max. leading byte value> <no. of bytes> 
It specifies the association between the range of the leading byte of a character and 
the number of bytes in that character. We make use of such kind of information to 
determine character boundaries of a bit stream. Table 4.1 shows these information of 
some codesets we use in our DBMS. 
In order to support text processing functions such as toupper() and tolower() in our 
DBMS, besides requiring the charmap file when installing a codeset, we also require 
users to give a locale definition or profile file that specifies the mapping. The format 
of the file contains two sections, each begins with the keyword toupper and tolower 
respectively. Each section contains a number of 2-tuples (symbol name 1, symbol name 





while the tolower section contains the reverse of the mapping: 
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These symbol names are those defined in the charmap file. Thus we can lookup 
the mapping from symbol name to encoding value to get the binary value of the the 
symbol names appeared in the profile. It also means that the profile is independent 
of an encoding in the sense that it is still applicable for a character set even if the 
encoding method changes. 
Representation of Codeset 
Codeset is regarded as a class in our implementation. A particular codeset is an 
instance of the codeset class. The codeset class is shown in figure 4.6. It consists of 
the codeset's name, a mapping that maps the symbol names to their encoding values, 
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a list that holds the character boundary information, two mappings that represent the 
toupper and tolower functions. Since a codeset may be associated with a number of 
collations, we use a list to hold these collations. The default collation of a codeset is 
the first one in the list of collations. Similarly, a codeset also keeps a list of converters 
whose source codeset is the codeset itself. By representing a codeset as an object, 
properties of a particular codeset is embedded in the object itself. 
The codeset class provides the buildCharset() method to build up the mapping 
from symbol names to encoding values, the upper and lower case mappings as well 
as the character boundary information, by reading the charmap file. It also provides 
methods for installing and retrieving collation and converter objects associated with 
that codeset. An important method provided by the codeset object is the nextChar() 
method: 
int nextChar(string instr, string outchar, int start_pos)； 
The method takes in a bit stream instr and the byte position start_pos to start 
parsing the bit stream. The function passes out the first character (outchar) with 
leading byte at starLpos, and also the number of bytes of the returned character. 
This function works by inspecting the byte value at start_pos, which is referred to as 
a leading byte, and looks up the list of boundary information to get the number of 
bytes of the character with this leading byte. This function is essential for processing 
character data that is in a particular codeset because different codesets have different 
encoding methods. Some methods use fixed number of bytes to represent the character 
set (e.g. Unicode), while others may use varying number of bytes to represent it (e.g. 
CNS). 
4.5.2 Collations 
The create statement of installing collations is as follows: 
collation_def ::= 
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CREATE COLLATION collation_name 
FOR charset_name FROM EXTERNAL (‘collation_source‘) 
The collation_name is the name to be referenced by users in subsequent operations. 
The collationsource is defined to be the path where you can locate the collation file. 
The collation file 
The collation file is a text file containing characters ordered according to a desired 
sequence. The sequence of the characters in the file can be specified in any way as 




<gbl6-04> • * • 
<gbl6-06> 
<gb79-45> 
Each line in the collation file contains one character denoted by the symbol name 
specified in the corresponding charmap file. We can use，’...，，to represent a consecutive 
sequence of characters. 
The reason for using an external file to store a collation is that ideographic charac-
ters have different ordering with different combination of attributes, using an external 
file enables users to install different collating sequences into the system that suit their 
needs, e.g., a collation file based on Cantonese pronounciation can also be created. Be-
sides, since we use symbol names in a collation file to refer to a character, a collation 
file is applicable even if the encoding of its character set changes. 
Representation of collation 
A collation is represented as a mapping in which the internal code of a character 
is mapped to a sequence number according to the position of the character in the 
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Figure 4.7: The collation class. 
collation file. The class diagram is shown in Figure 4.7. The buildCollation() method 
of a collation object creates the mapping from character to sequence number by reading 
the collation file. A public method called lookup_seq() will return the sequence number 
of a character. With this service, comparison method can be built to compare two 
character strings. The comparison of strings is implemented as mycompare(): 
Comp_result mycompare(string sl, string s2, Charset_class cs)； 
This function compares two strings sl and s2^ which are of the same codeset cs. Strings 
that composed of ideographic characters is done on a character-by-character basis, with 
the help of the nextChar() method. The first character is compared first, if they are 
the same, compare the next and so on. Such comparison service is used whenever we 
need to compare characters data items, such as in constructing indices for tables and 
ordering display of tuples in a query. 
4.5.3 Converters 
The corresponding create statement of installing converters is as follows: 
conversion_def ::= 
CREATE CONVERSION conversion_name 
FOR charset_name TO charset_name 
FROM EXTERNAL ('source') 
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Figure 4.8: The converter class. 
The source specifies where we can get the converter. In our implementation, we 
have integrated this part with the code conversion functionality of Hanzix Group [1 . 
Codeset converters are represented as functions which can be installed into a dynam-
ically linked library. Converters are dynamically loaded when requested to be used. 
To write a new codeset converter, writers may prepare three functions: (1) the actual 
data conversion routine, (2) an optional initialization routine, and (3) an optional clean 
up routine. Such an approach allows the installation of converters widely available in 
public domains. Also the implementator can choose to use table driven or algorithmic 
approach for code conversion, so as to achieve a more efficiency conversion routine. 
In order to interface the code conversion functionality, we defined a converter class 
as shown in Figure 4.8. The only method provided by a converter is convert(): 
Charset_class convert(string instr, sos_String outstr)； 
This method first invokes a converter with the specific source and target codeset 
through the dynamic loader, the dynamic loader will return an opaque structure, 
which in turn is passed to the actual data conversion routine. The result is given out 
as outstr. 
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Figure 4.9: The organization of index trees on indexing column with 3 codesets, Big5, 
GB and CNS. 
4.6 Indexing 
The SQL statement to create an index on a column is: 
index_definition ::= CREATE INDEX index_name ON table_name 
(column_collate_commalist ) 
column_collate_commalist ::= 
column_name [COLLATE collation collation ...] 
I column_name [COLLATE collation collation...] 
COMMA column_collate_commalist 
For the following discussion on the structure of indexing, we refer to the case that 
the index is built on a single character column only. Due to the fact that more than 
one codeset of data exists in a single column, when a user request to build an index 
for a table according to an attribute, an index tree for each codeset in that column 
will be created. Thus if the values of the attribute come from 3 codesets, there will be 
3 index trees built for a single CREATE INDEX statement (Figure 4.9). Of course 
we should provide an abstraction over the 3 index trees so that it looks as if it were a 
sinlge index structure as before. Also, we allow users to specify overriding collations 
for a particular codeset. For those without an overriding collation specified, data items 
with the same codeset are collated using the default collation. Thus the number of 
trees created is independent of the number of collations. 
When a user issues a command for creating an index, the create tree message will 
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be sent to the Btree class, together with the indexing column, collation, and the set 
of tuples to be indexed. The tree building algorithm iterates through the tuples and 
for each codeset, an internal tree root is created. It is called internal because it is not 
visible from outside. 
The structure of the internal tree root is shown below: 
IRoot_class { 
Index cc; /* ordinal position of indexing column •/ 
Charset_class cs; /* codeset of this subtree */ 
Bool override; /* use overriding collation for comparison */ 
Collation_class col; /* overriding collation */ 
Node root； /* the first node in the tree */ 
} 
The attribute cs indicates the codeset of the data items belong to this subtree. The 
attribute col indicates the collation used for comparison in this subtree. 
The external tree root, Btree_chss, stores a list of internal tree roots which are 
entry points to the subtrees. 
Btree_class { 
sos_String name; /* name of index */ 
List<IRoot_class> btrees; /* list of subtrees */ 
} 
The Btree_class is the entry point to the index from outside. Apart from provid-
ing the methods for tuple insertion, deletion, and search, Btree_class also provides a 
sequential lookup function: 
void create_bt(sos_String, List<Tuple_class>, List<Info>); 
void insert_t(Tuple_class)； 
void delete_t(Tuple_class)； 
List<Tuple_class> search(List<Data_class>, List<Index>, Comp_result)； 
List<Tuple_class> sequence(Index)； 
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4.7 Query Processor 
The query processor deals with the select statement in SQL. The parser initiate the 
query processor by passing a query object to it. The query processor deals with the 
query in two phases. The first phase is preprocessing, during which the table and the 
column reference in the query are checked with the help of a symbol table to ensure 
their existence and type consistency. The references to tables and columns are also 
translated to an internal format to be used later in the second phase - execution. The 
preprocessed query is sent to the query processor using different messages according to 
the actions they belong to. They may be inserting a new tuple to a table, modifying 
the existing value(s) in tuple(s), deleting tuple(s) from a table, and queries in the 
form of select-from-where clause. We shall focus on the issues on processing queries 
involving character data. 
In the execution phase of a query, the preprocessed query is executed and result 
is returned. The result is stored in the same table form as other ordinary tables. 
Figure 4.10 shows the flowchart of the execution phase. Table definition of the resulting 
table is first constructed according to the projection part of the query. The definition 
consists of names and types of columns, while tuples in the table are the result of 
executing the query. The result table can then be displayed by sending a message to 
it. After constructing the definition of the result table, the cartesian product of the 
participlating tables is formed. We then examine each tuple in the joined table to see 
if it satisfies the search predicate. The qualified tuples then form groups according 
to the G R O U P B Y clause, if any. If there is no G R O U P B Y in the query, the 
qualified tuples are regarded as one group. We then iterate through the grouped 
tables and evaluate the scalar expressions in the projection clause. In the meantime, 
if an O R D E R B Y clause is present, we carried out an insertion sort or use indexes 
to collate the projected tuples. 
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Figure 4.10: The flow of executing a query. 
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4.7.1 Join 
For a query involving a number of tables, it takes the following form: 
SELECT * 
FROM A, B, C 
WHERE <predicate> 
Execution of the query starts with obtaining the cartesian product of the tables 
specified in the FROM part of the select statement. It is common to specify the joining 
column in the predicate, and a query optimization algorithm is usually responsible for 
decomposing the predicate, so as to explore the possibilities of reducing the number of 
joined tuples. The commonly adopted strategy makes use of indices and equivalence 
of predicates. The strategy involves sophisticated transformation of the query to a 
equivalent query that does not contain any sub-query, and then transforms the search 
predicate into disjunctive normal form composed of atomic comparison formulae [18]. 
The resulting form allows the query to be mapped into some scan operations that will 
return tuples satisfying a search predicate. Since our project does not focus on the 
techniques of query processing, we choose not to implement these strategies, but just 
use a straight forward implementation of query processing without query optimization. 
4.7.2 Sorting tuples - the order by clause 
The O R D E R B Y clause is used to sort tuples on a particular column or columns 
using some collation sequences. The O R D E R B Y clause has the following form: 
order_by_clause ::= ORDER BY order_item_commalist 
order_item_commalist ::= order_item 
I order_item COMMA order_item_commalist 
order^item ::= column_name [ASC | DESC] [COLLATE collation] 
The query processor sorts the tuples according to the columns using the specified 
collation before carrying out the projection. Since tuples are processed one by one, we 
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Figure 4.11: The data structure for handling groups of tuples. 
use insertion sort to produce the sorted output. Since there may be more than one 
codeset of data exist in one column, data in different codesets would be partitioned 
and collated separately in our system. 
4.7 .3 Group Structure, Aggregate Functions and Projection 
If the query contains a G R O U P B Y clause, we have to divide the tuples satisfying the 
search predicate into groups according to codeset and collation sequence in addition 
to the grouping attributes. The structure for organizing the grouping is shown in 
Figure 4.11. The group entry table is used to store the tuples with distinct values 
in the grouping attribute. Each group entry corresponds to a group table that holds 
tuples belong to that group. When a tuple is to be placed in a group, it is first 
compared to the group entries in the entry table. If it matches a group entry, it is 
inserted into the corresponding group table. Otherwise, a new group entry in the entry 
table and a new group table are created. As we need to compare tuples in the group 
entry table, we also implemented the comparison method for the Tuple_class, which in 
turn sends messages to individual data item for comparison. 
After the tuples are partitioned into groups (in the case where there is no G R O U P 
B Y clause, it is just the special case of having one single group only), we are able to 
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evaluate aggregate functions in both of the H A V I N G clause and the projection. On 
carrying out projection, we also need to compare tuples when users specify that they 
want distinct results. 
To put it in a nutshell, we are interested in handling projection, join and aggregation 
(referring to those that operate on at least one attribute). As pointed out by [14], these 
operations do have certain similarities from an implementation point of view, since in 
every case the system needs to group tuples together on the basis of values of some 
attribute or attribute combination. In the case of projection, such grouping allows the 
system to eliminate duplicates; in the case of join, it allows the system to find matching 
tuples; and in the case of aggregation, it allows the system to compute the individual 
(i.e. per group) aggregate values. Traditional techniques for performing such grouping 
include nested loop, index lookup, hash lookup, etc. When we apply these algorithms 
to our multilingual database, we have to incorporate the code conversion routines into 
the grouping functions. We achieved this by abstracting the code conversion routines 
in a character data object. 
4.8 Scalar and Conditional Expressions 
While the projection is composed of only scalar expressions, the search predicate and 
having clause are composed of scalar expressions connected by the comparison opera-
tors > , < , 二 , 〈 二 , >二 , which are in turn connected by A N D , O R , N O T . Both scalar 
and conditional expressions need to be represented in certain forms so that they can be 
evaluated against each tuple in the table (or a column of values in the case of aggregate 
functions). 
The following are classified as scalar expressions: 
• arithmetic expressions including plus, minus, division, multiplication and con-
catenation operators; 
• column reference; 
• literal; 
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Figure 4.12: The class hierarchy of conditional expressions. 
• string functions like trim(), convert(), etc, which return character data items as 
results; 
參 scalar functions like charlen(), octetlen(), etc, which return integers as results; 
• aggregate functions like mcuc(), min(), avg(), etc; 
• scalar expressions in parenthesis. 
4.8.1 Representation of Scalar and Condition Expressions 
Each of the scalar expressions is represented as a class, with their corresponding ar-
guments being the attributes. The class diagram of conditional expression is show 
in Figure 4.12. Condexp-class is the superclass of Or_class, And_class, Not_class and 
Comp_class. Take the Or_class as an example, it has two conditional expression objects 
left and right as attributes, which corresponds to the two arguments of an OR-operator. 
Comp-class also has two scalar objects as attributes, which corresponds to the two ar-
guments of a comparison operator. Thus the expression 
coll + col2 < col3 AND col4 < col3 OR col3 > col5 
will be represented as shown in Figure 4.13 after successfully parsed by the parser. 
Thus evaluation of the conditional expression involves sending an eval() message to 
the or-object, which in turn sends eval() messages to its subordinates. 
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Figure 4.13: The object diagram of an conditional expression. 
4.8.2 Implementations 
Most ofthe scalar functions mentioned above have been implemented. We shall discuss 
the algorithms of some of the character related functions to illustrate how we implement 
these function with the help of the codeset and collation objects. Scalar functions that 
are of particular interest to us are toupper(), tolower(), convert() and pattern matching. 
Other scalar functions are implemented using similar techniques. 
• Toupper(char-data) and Tolower(char.data) 
The Toupper() (or Tolower) function takes a string as an argument and transform 
all character in it to their upper (or lower) counterparts using the mappings in 
the corresponding codeset. If the upper (or lower) form of the character does not 
exist (e.g., an ideograph), the character will remain unchanged. 
• Convert(char^data USING converter) 
The Convert() function converts the input char_data using the named converter. 
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We first check if the converter exists for the codeset of the char_data, if not, 
the char_data will be returned unaffected, otherwise a new char_data object is 
created and returned, bearing the converted bit stream, the new codeset and the 
collation objects. 
• char—data Like pattern 
We allow user to specify the codeset of data that he or she is interested in when 
searching for character data with some patterns. There are two keywords that 
the user may use, ALL and INCLUDE {list of codeset names). In the former case, 
we first consult the codeset of the char_data object whether a converter exists 
between itself and the pattern's codeset, if true, char_data will be converted to 
the codeset of the pattern, and checked to see if it matches the pattern. In the 
latter case, we first check if the codeset of char_data falls into the list of interested 
codesets, if yes, the same procedure for ALL is carried out. 
Patterns in a SQL statement are described using two special characters: 
-percent (%). The % character matches any substring which should be com-
posed of characters, rather than arbitrary number of bytes. 
-underscore (_). The _ character matches any character. However, “any 
character" no longer refers to a byte of data, it refers to possibly multiple 
number of bytes that constitute a character. 
The actual pattern matching algorithm is a method of the character data class. 
It takes the pattern as an argument and return whether the char_data object 
matches the pattern. On matching an underscore we know that we must have a 
character in char_data, and also for skipping a character in the pattern, we must 
make use of the nextChar() to obtain a character, which may be multibyte. 
4.9 User Interface 
We have built two user interfaces based on the services provided by the system. One 
is a World Wide Web (WWW) based graphical user interface that access the database 
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Figure 4.14: The graphical user interface on W W W . 
engine through Remote Procedure Call (RPC). The WWW-based client is a set of 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) programmes written in Java [19]. The provision 
of the W W W interface enables users in different computer platforms to access the 
DBMS server. The interface is form-base where users fill in the information needed 
for a particular SQL command. It will then generate the SQL command and send it 
to the DBMS server. The command is processed in the server side and result is sent 
back to the W W W front-end. 
Figure 4.14 is a captured screen of the W W W interface. Although the table storing 
the actual data contains both traditional and simplified Chinese, the interface shows 
all characters in tradictional Chinese because the interface is set to the traditional 
Chinese locale (^^中文).This is also reflected by the characters on the menu items. 
A user may change the language used in the interface by simply clicking a button on 
the window. The menu items and data would then be displayed in the user's chosen 
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Figure 4.15: The terminal-based interface. 
language (target codeset) whenever a converter exists. This is referred to as automatic 
code conversion. If no converter exists for a particular codeset, garbage would be shown 
with a message saying that the data item are in some codeset that cannot be converted. 
Automatic code conversion is made possible by the fact that we incorporate codeset 
information in character data item during insertion. The advantage of automatic code 
conversion is that people who do not recognize either Simplified or Traditional Chinese 
can still access data in our database. But it doesn't help if data are in codesets which 
don't have converters with the target codeset. 
Another user interface is terminal-based on Unix platform (Figure 4.15). It does 
not make use of the RPC service but call the application programmer interface (API) 
directly. This interface relies on the environment variable LANG to determine the 
user's desired language. Character data and metadata of tables would be automat-
ically converted to the chosen codeset for display, while character data processing is 
independent of the environment variable. 
Chapter 5 
Case Study - A Bookshop 
In this chapter, we use databases in a bookshop to demonstrate our language exten-
sions. There are two tables with data in two codesets, namely BIG5 and GB. The first 
table (Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) contains memebership information of a bookshop, each 
record includes a member's name, age, address and phone number. While the second 
table (Table 5.3 and Table 5.4) contains information of books, including the author, 
name of the book, publisher, subject and price. 
feS 年齡 iikJbL 電話 — 
柯忠 25 台灣台北市成都路115號二樓 （8 8 6 ) 0 1 - 1 2 3 ^ f 
姜彦福 23 香港灣仔軒尼詩道145號十二樓0座 - (85 2 ) 2 3 4 05495 
^ ^ ~ ^ 香 港 太 古 城 楓 葉 閣 十 四 樓 0 5 座 （ 8 5 2 ) 2 5 4 5 6 6 7 8 
吳 文 俊 - ~ ^ 香 港 灣 仔 柯 布 連 道 金 聲 大 廈 八 樓 £ ^ ~ (852)23049586 
吳 梧 铜 ~ ~ ^ 台 灣 台 北 市 重 慶 南 路 2 4 5 號 六 樓 （886)01-234^ 5ir 
項樺太 25 香港北角書局街十九樓 £座 （852)27586890 
Table 5.1: Information of members in BIG5. 
5.1 Creating tables and inserting tuples 
The data are input into the DBMS using the following SQL statements: first a schema 
called BOOKSHOP is created whose default codeset for data is BIG5. Then two tables 
are created with all default columns to be in BIG5 as well. 
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姓名 年 龄 地 址 电话 
闵龙华 45 中国福建石狮市石彳师路72号 （86)120-12137292 
才树祥 • 54 中国天津市建国路华桥大厦三楼 —（86^013-20912829 
李“！^：源 28 中国福建南安官桥镇新华路98号 —（86j l20-93729737 
T P ^ ^ 23 中国此京海淀区友谊路6号 （86)010-23938210 
英 培 安 l 5 新功坡西区成名大厦十三楼8室 " p ] 8 3 4 7 7 5 9 
刘元熙 21 中国广州市海珠区新快镇土华路十三号（86)012 -20438472 
Table 5.2: Information of members in GB. 
著者 I 書刊名 出版社 主題 訂價 
金庸 射雕英雄傳 明報出版社 武俠小説 75.00 
柯忠 資料庫管理語言系統 1 ^ «月出版社 資 料 庫 管 理 1 2 5 . 0 0 
周 致 中 - 輕 輕 鬆 鬆 學 食 讀 松崗電腦圖書 中文電腦 65.00 
方璧 北歐神話 — 四 方 書 店 散文 72.00 
姜 彦 福 - 中 國 企 業 發 展 之 路 企 業 管 理 出 版 社 中 國 企 業 155.00 
李 學 曾 亞 洲 種 族 地 理 台北正中書局 地理 214.00 
戴 博 榮 亞 洲 地 理 習 題 解 答 友聯出版社 地理 125.00 
^ ^ 祥 - 中 國 歷 史 文 化 地 理 台 北 南 天 出 版 社 中 國 歷 史 — 1 6 2 . 0 0 
王 少 如 改 變 歷 史 的 1 0 0 個 巨 人 台 北 亞 太 圖 書 ~ ~ 世 界 歷 史 — 1 4 7 . 0 0 
項 樺 太 - 建 築 防 水 工 程 技 術 商務印書餘 建築工程 了10.00 
才 樹 祥 ^ ^ 十 年 商務印書館 中國歷史 165.00 
英 培 安 不 寄 的 郵 件 天地圖書 短篇小説 6 5 . 0 d " 
Table 5.3: Information of books in BIG5. 
' W W I书刊名 出版社 主题 订 『 
闵 龙 华 汉 语 简 略 语 词 典 广西师大出版社 中国语文 155.00_ 
~WWW爱的疑惑 " 8 ^ 学 出 版 社 情 爱 散 文 ^ ^ ： ^ 
~^MW~震惊世界的1976 ^ 1 出 版 社 中国历史— 7 5 . 0 0 
“ ^ ~ 奇 特 的 精 神 世 界 1 0 三 联 书 店 - 文 学 批 评 6 y ^ 
英 培 安 寄 错 的 邮 件 草根书室 一短篇散文-55.00 
郭良憲加以各答的陌生客 中国出版公司 散文 _ 55.00 
" F W ~ ~ 贾 平 四 怎 样 啦 ^ ^ 书 店 文学批评^ ^ ^ T 5 T " 
王 仲 生 贾 平 凹 的 小 说 广西人民出版社 文 学 批 评 _ M : W " 
王永生贾平四的语言世界 太白文艺出版社 文 学 批 评 " 7 5 ： ^  
l P " p 蒋介石的第三任妻子中国友谊出版公司人物传记 80.00 
Table 5.4: Information of books in GB. 
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set names BIG5; 
create schema BOOKSHOP default character set BIG5; 
set schema BOOKSTORE； 
create table 書目 
( 
著者 char(10) character set BIG5, 
書子_】名 char(100) character set BIG5, 
出版社 char(50) character set BIG5, 
主題 char(20) character set BIG5, 
訂價 float 
)； 
insert into 書目 values 
(，金庸，，，射雕英雄傳，，，明報出版社，， 
'8324884723',，武俠小説，，75.0); 








insert into 會員資料 values 
(，柯忠，，25,，台灣台北市成都路115號二樓，， 
'(886)01-1239837'); 
GB data are entered into the tables using the following statements: 
set names GB; 
insert into 书目（著者 noconvert,书刊名 noconvert, 
出版社 noconvert,主题 noconvert,订价）values 
(_08，闵龙华，，_08，汉语简略语词典，，_08，广西师大出版社，， 
_GB'7563301151' , _0已，中国语文，155.0)； 
* • • 
insert into会员资料 
(姓名 noconvert,年龄，地址 noconvert,电话 noconvert) values 
(_08，闵龙华，，45, 
_GB，中国福建石卿市石卿路72号，，，（86) 120-12137292，)； 
• • • 
As far as table creation is concerned, the length specified in the character datatype 
(e.g. char(10)) need to be carefully interpreted. The number should not be treated as 
number of bytes but the number of characters. As character data can be in different 
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codeset whose character length can be varying, such an interpretation poses a challenge 
on the relational data model since the maximum number of bytes in a column virtually 
cannot be known at table creation time, unless the system always keeps the knowledge 
of maximum character length among all codesets and updates the information when 
new codeset is installed. This complicates the disk space management module that 
tries to utilize the space effectively. In our implementation, we simply ignore the 
length constraint due to the fact that we used object-oriented approach to model the 
table structure. It seems that the object-oriented data model is in a better position in 
handling this issue. 
5.2 Updating Tuples 
Suppose we need to update the address o f刘元熙 t o ’中国广州市海珠中华路六号，，we 
may use the following update statement: 
Q1. update会员资料 
set地址noconvert assign _08，中国广州市海珠中华路六号， 
where姓名=_08，刘元熙，； 
The keyword noconvert after the column name for which the value to be modified 
allow users to keep the new address in their original codeset, otherwise the new address 
would be converted to the default codeset of the column. 
5.3 Querying 
We may use the new function codeset() to separate out the data of a particular codeset 
we are interested in. For example, we may use the following SQL query to extract 
those books whose title is in simplified Chinese with prices equal or above 80.0: 
Q2. select * 
from书目 
where codeset(^fJ^ is GB) 
and 订价 >=80.0; 
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The result is shown in Figure 5.1: 
......〜. .......、、... .、.,、.、.，. ...........," -,:.、.、“、.•. .‘ .：、.、. ,‘• .•.>‘.:、“：. .：，.,；•.  ，.. •、>‘>“：•.• .，.:,.•:.,、：."、：. .' ••/ •".•-• /^ ^ ： 
和八,"拟”》0^二胁.、«^*” •^•、、—”“““"‘…““、 i^,、.*”.“M,-”“,,^ «-wWr~«J."*，^”》^》””“_;;*42.;^ *"^ *,“’》'»^ ”>«^ "Y*’”" ,.i,V.,M.'<u.'..H^*-.-"." :t^,*L'*iT**••"•�‘•“•T>'、 
i m f 书判名 t 出版社 } 主 题 I 订 价 
,<. > «w ^x , ^ - 二 s , »^« ^ ^ _^、— \ . ^ 声. ^ ^. ；^ ^“ “ . _0 . , V % _^. ^ 二 ^ ^ ^ • ! • k 、 
胸龙华缺语简略语碑典 丨广西师大出版社丨中国语文丨155_000000, 
\m^ m¥m^m ” ：广？^人^^出販社文学批评&^momo | 
4 i “ _ , H ” “ *^  為 � ‘ • V. * “ t ,. ‘ ‘ . . ‘ J* “ *^  ^ ^ ‘ 」 . S 
丨_丨薪介石的第三任妻子丨中国爽谊出販公司丨_传记pJOOQQQ i 
',jaacwiclwiiiiiiMlifiiiJMMW^^ 
Figure 5.1: Result of Q2. 
5 . 4 S t r i n g M a t c h i n g 
A language construct is provided for matching strings in different codesets. Suppose 
we want to search for books whose subject (主题）is 散文 and the like, we may use the 
following query: 
Q3. select * 
from书目 
where 主题 like _08，％散文。/。，all; 
The keyword all instructs the pattern matching module to search for all character 
data which, after code conversion if necessary, matches the given pattern. The result 
of the search is shown in Figure 5.2, in which data from both BIG5 and GB codesets 
matches the GB pattern. One may also use the keyword include to specify a list of 
codeset names that he is interested in. 
.-.:..>.•. ： y •： ... / '. i;.-»liii； i；；；' iV. '. M- ^ Wi;<*M>'* »P iii*«« ii “.••> >'>i(>&i <«：•> i>**f ••••• —，.• if.>..*>M ».M »••<• ‘ t >•• «•» »»K**-»*.*<'» • _»”*»^«.—，.• <•'.»• • •.••.« •«? • <»<• - • ”.”:•! ••«-».• «V • « • » •' — ,•.»•，.》».•、” " • *,> ••»*.•• • »•• •»••«?»•« «_ , ••» • •• — •.—.，，•• *Vv' *' < *'^ *•,.•_.，？ • j;v ； «."*?，.,*.决. 
[着者； 书刊名 ^ 出 赚 主题 订价 
• "«• “ i ... ».,«W...M.«->.»«»««»»«^"'»»"'«-"'*»'»"""^"""»'*^"*»'» .^.»^»..>i....».^ «W...»..»«.,M'"»«»*'«»»'"«»^>»>-^»""»"«»-«"'*'V'r»:V"''' “••>•»•••»••"»、,.,.M.»...,.,'»'»M"'"'«*«»^»">*»'"^ «^^V 
赌 誰 神 话 | «方书店 i _ � 7 2 _ M O O O O , 
•.;； .. ••• ..>:..: :.... V ； .’ .'.v'"-' .•• ^： ' .. -j-J^i^,^t'^.-^-^^^^^ :，，,^*».—“,》^”“,».”,j«.”.>^V,:.’》»i，,.j^>/”,””-“.”？,/.,”》*?.””》)^»V*^fr.”M,，《f 
m m m m _ 匕 大 学 出 販 社 m m x ise.oooooo； 
； 美 纖 mmmw 一 — mM mmm 5 5 : 0 0 0 0 0 0 一 
* ‘ 去,^ . . . . . . . d. *• i ^ *• *• *• * “ > *• 
園1塞彻以各笞的陌生客丨中国出版公司 m mmom： 
j^ ________(iiiiiiii_iil_iiiiiii_i_ii_"IIIi_i_[ii__i_rtrim_ii_i_ri_”________0_flw|n�___wi_，_f__l_ifl_________，^^ ^ 
Figure 5.2: Result of Q3. 
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5.5 Performing Joins 
Since there are three ways to determine the equality of character data items, we have 
implemented three equality operators for performing joins. The outcomes of applying 
each of them to join the two example tables are explained next. The first operator = 
will first check whether the two character data items have the same codeset, if not, 
they will be simply treated as different, otherwise they will be compared according to 
the collation sequence associated with them, 
Q4. select姓名，地址，书刊名，订价 
from书目，会员资料 
where著 ^ =姓名； 
A … " 、 “ , “ » « 、岸, ‘ < ' “ � -““ ‘ - “ “… ‘5 ‘ ^ ；. ^ i iJ： ‘ * ‘‘ 一 ^' ‘、 ""*lZ^Vt ‘…“^S 
：姓名：. m \ w<m 订价 J f^fi %讀台轮帝成都路115夸^^ ^ ^  m m m m m 'nsm6o61 
姜)^播畚港湾 ?^杆抵诗道145号+二楼!)座丨申国企业发展之路：155：600066 I 
:_博.、_古城拥^1阁十商播05虐 亚洲地理习题解咎“;i25.000000 J 
mWM ：善倦涨魚书辰街+九楼日座… 建筑防永工程技水iiio.oooobd;| 
m^中_福建石》市右《路72* 丨汉语简略语词典 ;i5S.o6oo6o;i m^# ^ )^&关_击逢囿絡华挢大瘇主_ “:震惊1^界的19#6 75.000000 V| 
wm 4 M t m m w m ^ … “ m m m ^ m ¥ mmmo j 
翻安^咖”西区成名大厦十三幽-” mmm iss.oooooo 1 
• „,^.-,.,,^.,.,..,,....„nnnn,i^ 
.•Jtf¾¾¾¾¾¢S¾¾¾tftf¾ij¢tft)By¾^¢¾¾g¾^J¾CT?t^lfl¾?Wt^dtlO^ i^fltf¾Tm[*T^，fWW^ y^wflw^wy*yw**"^f"w^^^?^***^*^?w*i***"**"***^"**?**T^**w"**ft*M*y**^ *^?T*"***i*yT*w*"^*^"™*?^uuu一J圍"*~***^ *^*°*°***^******"***"**"*"**"**^"^*"*"^"*"*"***^**"*^**^"^*"™™^"""^"**""**"^"Juu*^u�"ly•u。"•。办•>•*"w~‘，••，一_."作*»^--足-一 
Figure 5.3: Result of Q4. 
The second operation uequal will “ relax" the restriction a bit by converting both 
character data to Unicode first. An example is the name 英培安，although these three 
characters have different code values in GB and BIG5, they do have the same code 
values in Unicode. That is why one more joined tuple appears using this equality 
operator. For the case of the name 才树祥（in GB), although to we Chinese it is the 
same as 才樹祥 ( in BIG5), they are compared to be different in Unicode because the 
second character in both strings have different "shapes" and hence has different code 
values in Unicode. 
Q5. select姓名，地址，书刊名，订价 
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from书目，会员资料 
where著者uequal姓名； 
^ *». S h .^> 八义.„ <tM T ^ , > »«. > ^ > .^>» . . ^ “ \ > i “ — .> — *《, “ > . , A ^ ^ ^ 
\m f m j 丨；书刊名 丨 _ , i 
1 ^ : ； ^ „ 丨 爾 葡 蹄 腦 瑕 琴 玄 穩 一 : 一 丨 丽 庫 晉 蓮 辑 爾 _ " 汉 驾 涵 面 面 : : | 
~^>|，AV>,M»“、《〒 ,,^fv-^M)..n«^*r.><M.^>«.A«<« .,M'...fM.*-..>.tM>*<V,r.<M>V*.^ .M.<，•••》>•••••<•.,•,••••>»«•••、《»’ .v...y«.»A«..»«^«.»«..>«^..v»t>«/...»«^«»«.v j,.,^.,Or-,M^.«»....M4«....<-.*«/ir...«o.^2 
1姜彦裼1香港簿仔轩1诗道145号十二楼0座丨中国企业笨展之赂;mOOQOOO I 
_ i f ig«gw»»R«pr — _ 爾 遲 _ : : : 禪 誦 释 
.r*..k,,Vfi'k**<>f""•>—>"rM>“”».»rv*>^“”《”»"rt_»”0»,、<，《，,““'r»^»"»»,—,"‘“.”》«"”》，“”《»,~*^««—.«^”r«^-—»»,"W*M”""，*^" : " “ * « „ “ : ¥ , 、 “ • • " = “ * , »;«-«• ».>.>oj.t^.*y«.A;>..«>.jt,.W..»^^.w», . , ^ ^ . ».»^ <.. , ^ d ^ ^ ™ 2 * V ^ ‘ *^ *** S 
: 瘐 桴 太 麵 北 《 书 辰 街 十 九 楼 [ 座 z 德 筑 防 水 工 稃 減 4 1 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
• ««”.《>*.>,M^«*»«*"”'*, .-».»,i.„M«».V»k"-.«...»"».»0.«.W.<»...«.*.>l / " <"•••>"•*•"*»•*•"* *_>‘",•,“,•“,《，《•••«•*,• fW^*'%*i ..l^Mp,.,i,».,^»*,...«...«^».* , 
刺龙华丨中国福建石?《市石狮路72号 解语简略语询典 ;1S5.000000 
,»»��,•”��^«>.^.«..,...^*...S..<,.«.^.<</»<«« ....^ .<o».*/< <•_>«,;«••••，•»> :,•»•« .,i..^O.-..<./... .,«.^..».^..«' .^....;^ .^ *.,r,.9.<^>*^*r.U^ < f^t.^ M>.i^ ..<S 
；才树祥：中国天律市建茵路华桥大厦三褛覆惊世界的1976 rs.oooooo I 
.,*... U.^.M».4k«*..M.«^lM V- ••“ ... “ “ „..,.l..-./k.»-»-*...^. *• •“ " ' V " V J ：'— " - '^V^-**r"""*- ' ' -^ ••"-'^ • '^•'-•*•V '^" S 
) _ » �丨 中 国 ^ ！ 海 淀 区 友 谊 赚 * :丨蒋介石的第三任^ ^ . . 0 0 ( ? 0 0 0 I 
'j^ .W<<xw..i,.|b*^^.,:,...^......^..^,4^*.W..,<i »"••"“_••”•»•__ ,.p.,M>>'^ i* f^<^*M<. i.,,*.<Kfc-i.-,,Mfc^f.rW^..^.<.-*.f^." i''MfV*' "•«""•*" .M. . .^v* ' -^^ ' ' " " " ' " ' "^*^*""^""* j»^.*../..»^"....y,v'"^*^"«-^^<-'" g 
英培安:新功坡西医成名大厦十三褛8室 寄错的邮件 55,000000 I 
,,••• ••», •« ”《M."”、？‘,.“0"...,»'«“>M“ ...*»M»X-.V^/ ””；• >......M»M»*.V»...".1»^ ,«.«•.>»« ”,、”/>,• 潘 
!英培爱漸《 «皮西区成名大厦十三楼 8室， 1木寄的敝件 :65.000000 I 
•__MMM_Cl•¢^«M^w«^ ia»iai«i¢ai»¢¾¾iM¢¾¾8a¾¾¾¾¾8¾¾¾8a删•i_<_删_w議_lMM�li�_w�t_m¢i�i_!i¾M¾¾^¾¢MttBm«««MmMa•l酬M___酬薩_§ 
Figure 5.4: Result of Q5. 
To remedy the problem of using Unicode for comparison, we introduced the third 
operator equal Under this operator,才树祥 and 才樹祥 will be compared equal and 




5.6 Ordering Display 
As far as ordering display is concerned, we use the same comparison method as em-
ployed by the 二 operator. Thus data of different codesets will be collated separately 
using their associated collation sequence. Our example uses PinYin and radical as the 
collation sequences. The results are shown in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. Note that the 
first three tuples are actually in BIG5 and they are collated using the default collation 
sequence which is based on radical. It is the automatic code conversion that makes 
the BIG5 data available to users who do not know traditional Chinese. 
Q7. select著者，书刊名，订价 
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Figure 5.5: Result of Q6. 
from书目 
where 订价 > 65.0 and 订价 < 120.0 
order by 著者 collate GB_PHO; 
Q8. select著者，书刊名，订价 
from书目 
where 订价 > 65.0 and 订价 < 120.0 
order by 著者 collate GB_RAD; 
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丨方璧丨北欧抻话 172.000000 I 
薩.…""'mmmm^ '—:•:…―:_晒、—I 
灘 確 ^ ^ » ^ : _ 丽 涵 : | 
t m m m m i 9 7 6 ;75.000000 | 
Wm , 細 ^ { ^ ^ ^ ? ; 蹄 励 如 [ | 
爾 了 顯 _ 觀 界 g7;66oooo 
Wm'MWmm' fr2mm 
； * ‘ 
野 生 辭 围 適 蓄 藤 - 调 丽 面 -
1 ¾ ¾ ! ¾ ¾ ! ¾ ¾ ^ — : _ _ 6 一 
^^<g^iMWiMj{WMWi8sib««ssais^saj8«8j8;»s»jj»88iaisa8ajM__M_8W8j»jia«a8aasa88W»mw8wi 
Figure 5.6: Result of Q7. 
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Figure 5.7: Result of Q8. 
5.7 Indexing 
In our implementation, we build index using the same philosophy as ordering tuples, 
i.e. data in different codesets are collated sparately. The SQL statements to create an 
index on book name is as follows. Since users cannot explicitly choose to use which 
index through SQL (choosing index is duty of the query optimizer), we invented an 
use-index statement to list out the table using a particular index: 
Q9. create index 书刊名索引 on 书目（书刊名 collate GB_RAD)； 
use index书刊名索引on书目； 
Recall the use of an index, it enables the query processor to have fast access to 
records containing a specific value on the index key. Besides, it allows the records of a 
file to be read in sorted order. The first functionality is essential for efficient processing 
of queries involving comparison operators, performing join and grouping. While the 
second is useful for ordering tuples for display purpose. As far as our implementation 
is concerned, an index only helps in the above functionalities when the comparison 
operator is 二. To make the index helps in processing the other two operators, uequal 
and equal, we need an overall index being built on the index key. For the uequal 
operator, we could convert all data in the column to Unicode and build an index over 
the Unicode values. However, it is difficult in nature to build an overall index over the 
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set of values in a column (attribute) for processing the equal operator. It is because 
data in different codesets that represent differen languages can hardly be compared 
and yield a meaningful result. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Work 
As one of the most important computer applications, DBMS should not only cater 
for the English speaking users. With the world's languages differ in aspects from the 
character sets used and collation sequences, a DBMS should be able to manipulate 
character data in multiple codesets and provide a general solution for collating char-
acter string in different ways as required by the users. 
The requirement of a DBMS as an international application is higher than other 
applications as it requires more semantic information, such as handling several codesets 
with several collations at one time. Current approaches adopted by some commercial 
products includes setting environment variables and/or setting parameters in config-
uration files. Such approaches are not flexible enough for handling multiple codesets. 
The SQL92 standard has extend to support multiple character sets and collations. It 
provides language constructs to associate multiple collation sequences with each char-
acter set so that fast switch between different collations can be achieved. However, its 
column-wise codeset announcement mechanism may result in losing information owing 
to the need of code conversion at times. 
Our contribution is that we extended the SQL92 standard to provide a mixture of 
column-wise and row-wise codeset announcement, in this way we dropped the restric-
tion that character data in a single column should belong to a single codeset. This 
not only avoids possible lost of information during code conversion, but also conforms 
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to our conceptual view of a tuple as a meaningful entity. With this model, we have 
modified the SQL language grammar for inserting, modifying and deleting tuples. New 
query constructs are also provided for querying codeset dependent data. 
A prototype has been built to test the feasibility of mixing codesets in columns 
of a relational database, and to demonstrate how a system can be built to support 
multiple codesets and collations. Although mixed codesets of data may exist in a 
column, we are able to process them correctly independent of the current locale by 
tagging character data with codeset and collation information. And at the same time, 
data can be converted to the codeset of current locale for display. Hence, keeping data 
in their original codesets is more flexible and reliable then restricting a column to have 
single codeset only. To support multiple codesets and collations, facilities for installing 
codeset, collations and converters are indispensable. Our DBMS demonstrates an 
approach to install new codesets and related components by presenting ASCII files or 
object codes to the system, so that it is able to handle virtually any character set. 
Due to time constraint, we have not implemented two features of SQL, namely cor-
related queries and the H A V I N G clause following a G R O U P B Y clause. However, 
they are not difficult to implement using techniques we employed in processing other 
SQL statements. For correlated queries, we may use similar techniques as performing 
join to obtain the set of tuples satisfying the correlation. For the H A V I N G clause, 
we may use the technique for implementing aggregate functions. Also, we have not in-
corporate security measures for internet access due to limitation of time. They should 
be added later to prevent unauthorized access. 
One of the possible future work is to provide a facility for users to translate pre-
defined system messages to a newly installed codeset. Since we allow users to install 
new codesets, if a user choose to work under a new codeset, system messages should also 
be displayed in that new codeset. We have mentioned that for two arbitrary codeset, 
there are usually no trivial converters exist, especially when the two codesets came 
from two different language systems. Thus we cannot rely on a real-time conversion 
for displaying the system messages. Hence a facility is required for users to translate 
pre-defined system messages beforehand. Furthermore, it is desirable to provide a 
mechanism to translate the English-like SQL keywords and statement structures to 
other languages. For example, in Chinese, a format like from-where-select looks more 
natural than select-from-where. Such a translation mechanism would make the query 
language easy to use for uers speaking different languages. 
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This chapter gives the grammar rules of our SQL language in BNF. Note that the 
tokens in capital letters are SQL keywords. 
A.1 Data Definition Language 
sql-statement ::= sql-statement-1 ； sql-statement 
sql-statement 
::=SET SCHEMA schema-name 
I SET NAMES charset-name 
I DEFAULT SCHEMA 




::=CREATE SCHEMA schema-name 















::=CREATE DOMAIN domain-name AS data-type [ default-def ] 
base-table-def 
::=CREATE TABLE table-name ( column-def-commalist ) 
column-def-commalist 
::=column-def 
I column-def , column-def-commalist 
column-def 
::=column-name {data-type | domain-name} 
[collate-clause ] [default-def] 
collate-clause 
::=COLLATE collation-name 
default-def ::= DEFAULT { literal | date-function-ref } 
view-def 




I column-name , column-commalist 
character-set-def 
::=CREATE CHARACTER SET charset-name 
FROM EXTERNAL ( path ， path ) 
[COLLATION FROM EXTERNA ( path ) ] 
path ::= 'character-representation' 
collation-def 
::=CREATE COLLATION collation-name 
FDR charset-name 
FROM EXTERNAL ( path ) [ NO PAD | PAD SPACE ] 
translation-def 




FROM EXTERNAL ( path ) 
base-table-alteration 





：：=ADD COLUMN column-def 
I ALTER COLUMN column-name {SET default-def | DROP DEFAULT} 
I DROP COLUMN column-name 
index-def 




I column-name collate-clause , column-collate-commalist 






I index-drop > 
schema-drop ::= DROP SCHEMA schema-name 
base-table-drop ::= DROP TABLE table-name 
view-drop ::= DROP VIEW view-name 
character-set-drop ::= DROP CHARACTER SET charset-name 
collation-drop ::= DROP COLLATION collation-name 
conversion-drop ；:= DROP CONVERSION conversion-name 
index-drop ::= DROP INDEX index-name 
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A.2 Data Manipulation Language 





::=INSERT INTO table-name 
[(column-convert-commalist ) ] 
VALUES ( literal-commalist ) 
column-convert-commalist 
::=column-name [MOCONVERT] 
I column-name [NOCOMVERT] ， column-convert-commalist 
literal-commlist 
::=literal 
I literal , literal-commalist 
searched-update 
::=UPDATE table-name SET update-assignment-commalist 





::=column-name [ NOCONVERT ] = scalar-exp 
searched-delete 
::=DELETE FROM table-name [ WHERE cond-exp ] 
select-exp 
::=SELECT [ALL | DISTINCT] { * | select-item-commalist} 
FROM table-ref-commalist 
[WHERE cond-exp] 
[GROUP BY column-collate-commalist] 
[HAVING cond-exp] 




I select-item ， select-item-commalist 
select-item ::= scalar-expr [ AS column-ref ] 
table-ref-commalist 
::=table-ref 
I table-ref , table-ref-commalist 
table-ref ::= table-name AS identifier 
order-item-commalist 
::=order-item 
I order-item , order-item-commalist 
order-item 
::=column-name [ASC | DESC] [collate-clause] 
A.3 Condition Expressions 
cond-exp 
::=cond-term 
I cond-exp OR cond-term 
cond-term 
::=cond-factor 











：：=character-string-exp comparison-operator character-string-exp 
comparison-operator 
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::==I < I <= I > I >= I <> I UEQUAL I EQUAL 
like-cond 
::=character-string-exp 





：:=charset-name-commalist , charset-name 
codeset-cond 
::=CODESET ( character-string-exp IS charset-name ) 
A.4 Scalar Expressions 
scalar-exp 
::=scalar-exp PLUS scalar-exp 
I scalar-exp MINUS scalar-exp 
I scalar-exp ASTERISK scalar-exp 
I scalar-exp SOLIDUS scalar-exp 











：：=POSITION ( character-string-primary IN character-string-exp ) 
extract-exp 
::=EXTRACT ( datetime-field FROM extract-source ) 
datetime-field 
::=YEAR I MONTH | DAY | HOUR | MINUTE | SECOND 
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extract-source 
::=datetime-exp I interval-exp 
length-exp 
::=CHAR_LENGTH ( character-string-exp ) 
I OCTET_LENGTH ( character-string-exp ) 
aggregate-function-ref 
::=COUNT ( * ) 
I {AVG I MAX I MIN | SUM | COUNT} 
([ALL I DISTINCT] scalar-exp ) 
string-function-ref 
::=SUBSTRING ( scalar-exp FROM scalar-exp TO scalar-exp ) 
I {UPPER 丨 LOWER} ( scalar-exp ) 
I CONVERT ( scalar-exp USING scalar-exp ) 
I TRIM ( [LEADING | TRAILING 丨 BOTH] 
scalar-exp FROM scalar-exp ) 
A.5 Data Type 
data-type 
::=character-type [CHARACTER SET charset-name] 






::=CHAR [VARYING] [ ( length ) ] 
I VARCHAR [ ( length ) ] 
length ::= unsigned-integer 
unsigned-integer ::= digit digit* 










::=unsigned-integer [ period [ unsigned-integer ] ] 
I period unsigned-integer 
approximate-numeric-literal ::= mantissa E exponent 
mantissa ::= exact-numeric-literal 
exponent := signed-integer 
signed-integer ::= [ plus 丨 minus ] unsigned-integer 






::=[underscore charset-name] ，[charrep]， 
separator 
::={ comment | space | newline }* 
comment ::= minus minus [minus*] 
[{nonquote-character | quote}*] newline 
newline ::= ！！ implementation-defined end-of-line indicator 
charrep ::= {nonquote-character | quote-symbol}* 
nonquote-character 
::=！！ {SQL-language-character 
I characters in the char, set identified by character spec, other than a quote} 
quote-symbol ::= quote quote 




I TIME time-string 
date-string 
::='unsigned-integer - unsigned-integer - unsigned-integer， 
time-string 
::=‘unsigned-integer : unsigned-integer : unsigned-integer' 
A.6 Names and Identifiers 
schema-name ::= identifier 
table-name ::= qualified-name 
view-name ::= qualified-name 
charset-name ::= qualified-name 
collation-name ::= qualified-name 
conversion-name ::= qualified-name 
column-ref ::= [table-name period ] column-name 
column-name ::= identifier 
qualified-name 
::=[schema-name PERIOD] identifier 
identifier ::= [underscore charset-name] actual—identifier 
actual-identifier 
::=identifier-start [ {underscore | identifier-part }* ] 
identifier-start 
::=simple-Latin-letter | letter | syllable 
I ！！ ideograph in character-representation 
identifier-part ::= identifier-start | digit 
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::=A 丨 B I C 丨 D I E I F I G I H | I 丨 J I K | L 
I M 丨 N I 0 丨 P I Q I R I S I T I U 丨 V | W 
I X 丨 Y 丨 Z 丨 a I b 丨 c I d I e 丨 f I g I h 
I i I j I k I 1 I m I n I o | p I q I r | s 
I t I u丨 V I w 丨 X 丨 y 丨 z 
digit 







I l e f t -paren 
I right-paren 













I ver t i ca l -bar 
space ::= ！！ space character in character set in use 
double-quote ::=“ 
percent ::= % 





asterisk ::= * 
plus-sign ::= + 
comma ::=, 
minus-sign ::= 一 
period ::=. 
solidus :;= / 
colon ::=: 
semicolon ::=； 
less-than-op ::= < 
equals-op ::== 
greater-than-op ::= > 
question-mark ::= ？ 
left-bracket ::=[ 
right-bracket ::=] 
underscore ::= _ 




This chapter describes the classes and methods that a programmer should know in 
order to extend the system. Since we built the system with the help of the OBST 
package, classes are grouped to form schemas and each schema is written in a file with 
the extension .obst, while the implementation of the methods of the classes are written 
in a file with the extension .C . Since there should only be one .obst in a directory, 
we placed each .obst file in a directory that has the same names as the schema it con-
tains. There are 7 directories containing OBST schemas and implementations. In each 
directory, only the .obst and .C files are written by the programmer, while others are 
generated by the OBST precompiler. A makefile is provided for each schema to auto-
mate the compiling process. The dependency of the schemas is shown in Figure B.1. 
A schema A depends on schema B if schema A needs to be compiled before schema B. 
After compilation, an object file is produced for each schema. These object files, 
together with the parser, is linked to different main programs to build different in-
terfaces. Figure B.2 shows how the three programs are built. The terminal-based 
program for initializing the data dictionary have program codes almost the same as 
the terminal-based interface, except that it has no codes about insertion into tables of 
information schema. All the three master programs contain declarations of two global 
variables, G-dbEnv and G_QP. G-dhEnv stores the default values of a session, such 
as default schema, default codeset for identifiers, etc. The information schema is also 
loaded in the master program and set to the corresponding attribute of G-dhEnv. The 
following are pre-defined in the DBMS server and terminal-based interface: 
1. INFORMATION schema which contains the following tables: schema�nfo, ta-
ble_info, column_info, domainJnfo. 
2. default codeset for identifiers: GB. 
3. default codeset for character data: GB. 
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Figure B.1: Dependency of the schemas. 
/^^^^^^^^^^^!i^"^  f^O\^^t.z\ fi^ e^ "^  
generated from of 
\^^^^^^^^^^^c^K^^ \^^^^^^^Vw^^^^ 
c ^ 八 y^ 
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DBMS Terminal- Temiinal-based 
Server based programforinitializeing 
interface datadictionary 
(information schema) 
Figure B.2: Object files are linked together to form different interfaces. 
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B.1 Charset.obst 
N A M E 




{MYCMP_EQUAL, MYCMP_LESS, MYCMP^GREATER, MYUNDEF}; 
class Collation_class { 
public: 
sos_Int lookup_seq(sos_String)； 
my_Comp_result mycompare(sos_String, sos_String, Charset_class)； 
sos_Bool buildCollation(sos_String, sos_String, Charset_class)； 
} 
class Converter_class { 
public: 
sos_Bool convert(sos_String, sos_String)； 
} 
class Charset_class { 
public: 
sos_Bool buildCharset(sos_String, sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Int nextChar(sos_String, sos_String, sos_Int)； 
sos_Bool Toupper(sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Bool Tolower(sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Bool insert_cl(Collation_class)； 
Collation_class retrieve_cl(sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Bool insert_cv(Converter_class)； 





my_Comp-result is the type of result of our self-defined comparison operation, where 
MYUNDEF means that the two comparands cannot be compared. 
lookup.seq(sosJString sl) returns the sequence number of the character sl. Since we 
don't know the maximum number of bytes in a character, we use the type 
sos-String for the input parameter instead of the pre-defined character type 
SOS-Char 
mycompare(sosString sl, sos.String s2, Charset.class cs) returns the result of com-
paring the strings sl and s2. It is assumed that both strings belongs the the 
codeset cs. The codeset is required so that the comparison function is able to 
find the character boundaries in the strings. 
buildCollation(sos-String name, sosString cfile, Charset.class cs) returns TRUE ifthe 
collation file cfile is successfully parsed and the collation is successfull built. If 
any error appears in the building process, FALSE is returned. The parameter 
name is the name given to the collation which will be addressed by users, cs is 
the codeset that this collation is associated with. 
convert(sosJString sl, sosString s2) returns TRUE if the converter object successfully 
converts sl to the target codeset, otherwise return FALSE. The result of the 
conversion is placed in s2. Memory should be allocated to s2 by setting s2 二 
sos_String::create(some container) before calling this function. 
buildCharset(sos-String name, sosString cfile, sosString pfile) returns TRUE if the 
charmap file cfile and profile pfile are successfully parsed and the codeset object 
successfully built, otherwise FALSE is returned. The parameter name is the 
name given to the codeset which will be used by users in their SQL statements. 
nextChar(sos_String sl, sosString s2, sosJnt pos) returns the number of bytes ofthe 
character found, s2. Zero is returned if no character is found. The function 
inspects sl starting from the position pos and find out the next character, which 
is then stored in s2. Memory should be allocated to s2 before calling the func-
tion. At first call, pos should be set to 0. For subsequent calls, pos should be 
incremented by the result returned by the previous nextChar() call. 
Toupper(sos-String sl, sosString s2) returns TRUE if characters in sl are successfully 
converted to their upper cases, otherwise return FALSE. Characters without any 
upper case counterparts will remain unchanged. The converted result is returned 
in s2. 
Tolower(sos.String sl, sos—String s2) returns TRUE if characters in sl are successfully 
converted to their lower cases, otherwise return FALSE. Characters without any 
lower case counterparts will remain unchanged. The converted result is returned 
in s2. 
insert-cl(Collation_class cobject) returns TRUE if the collation object cobject is suc-
cessfully added to the list of collations kept by the codeset object. 
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retrieve.cl(sosJ5tring name, sos_String cs) returns the collation object with the name 
name. The input parameter cs is the name of the codeset of name. If no collation 
is found, NO-OBJECT is returned. 
insert-Cv(Converter-class cv) returns TRUE if the converter object cv is successfully 
added to the list of converters kept by the codeset object. 
retrieve-CV(sos-String name , sosString cs) returns the converter object with the name 
name. The input parameter cs is the name of the codeset of name. If no converter 
is found, NO-OBJECTis returned. 
cv-with-target(Charset-class cs) returns the first converter whose target codeset is cs. 
If no such converter is found, NO-OBJECT is returned. 
FILES 
Charset/charmap.l lex file for parsing the charmap 
Charset/Charset.obst class definitions 
Charset/Charset.C implementation of codeset related methods 
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B.2 Table.obst 
N A M E 
Type_class, Int_class, Float_class, Date_class, Time_class, Char_column_class, Data_class, 












void to_rpc(my_File, sos_String)； 
} 
enum default_enum {LITERAL, FUMC_REF, NO_DEFAULT}; 
DESCRIPTION 
The classes listed above are used to model a relational table. Not all the classes are 
list in the synopsis section either because they are extremely simple classes or they do 
not have any public methods except those generated by OBST precompiler. I shall 
first give an overview of the class hierarchy of them. 
Type-class is the superclass of Int_class, Float_class, Date_class, Time_class, 
Char_column_class. It will be used in Domain_class to model the datatypes. Both 
Time_class and Data_class have an attribute called format, which store the output of 
dates and times, 
Data-class is the superclass of Char_data_class, Date_data_class, Time_data_class, 
Int_data_class, Float_data_class. They represent the actual data items in a table. A 
tuples is thus a list of Data—class objects. Char.data.class is where we redefine the 
behaviours of character data items. 
Domain—class is used to model the concept of domain in relation tables. The 
Domain_class contains such attributes as the datatype, the default value if any, whether 
it is nullable, etc. Instances of Domain—class can be saved persistently, which implies 
that a domain can be loaded for reuse. Golumn_class contains the column name and 
makes use of Domain_class to model a column definition of a table. 
With the help of Data_class and Column^class, Table—class is defined as containing 
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a list of Column_class instances, a list of Tuple—class instances, a list of indexes and 
names, etc. 
comparejualue(Data-class dc) returns the comparison result of comparing two data 
items. It will determine the type of the data items and invoke the comparison 
method of the data item. 
plus(Data-class dc returns a Data_class object that holds the result of the addition 
operation on self and dc. It is now applicable to Int_class and Float_class data 
items only and NO-OBJECTwiW be returned for the wrong type. It is suggested 
that it is extend to support addition of time and date data. 
minus(Data-class dc) returns a Data_class object that holds the result of the subtrac-
tion operation on self and dc. It is now applicable to Int_dass and Float—class 
data items only and NO-OBJECT will be returned for the wrong type. It is 
suggested that it is extend to support addition of time and date data. 
mul(Data-class dc) returns a Data_class object that holds the result of the multipli-
cation operation on self and dc. NO-OBJECT will be returned for the wrong 
type. 
div(Data-class dc) returns a Data_class object that holds the result of the division 
operation one self and dc. NO-OBJECT will be returned for the wrong type. 
prntext(my-File) prints the values of data item to the stream fp. It detects the locale 
setting of current environement and carries out code conversion before printing 
whenever necessary. 
to—rpc(my_Filefp，sosString cs) prints the value of data item to the stream fp, in 
codeset cs. Thus, for character data, code conversion will be carried out before 
printing to the stream. 
default-enum is the set of values indicating the type of the default value in Do-
main.class. LITERAL indicates that the default value is a literal; FUNC_REF 
indicates that the default value is a function reference, such as CURRENT_TIME; 
NO-DEFA ULT indicates that there is no default value. 
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enum coerce_enum {NO_COLLATE, COERCIBLE, IMPLICIT, EXPLICIT}; 









sos_Bool ptn_match(Char_data_class, Char_data_class)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
coerce_enum is the set of coercibility values. 
mycopy(Char_data-class cdc) implements a deep copy that copies the cdc to self. 
mycompare.val(Char.data.class cdc) returns the result of comparing self with cdc. 
This method converts both character data items to Unicode for comparison. 
compare-val(Char-data—class cdc) returns the result of comparing self with cdc. This 
method requires both character data items are in the same codeset, otherwise 
MYUNDEFis returned. The comparison is done based on the coercibilities and 
collations of the two data item. 
concat(Char-data-class cdc) returns the results of concatenating self with cdc. It re-
quires both character data items are in the same codeset, otherwise NO-OBJECT 
is returned. 
ptn-match(Char-data-dass pattern, Char_data_class escape) returns the TRUE if self 
matches against pattern, with escape as the escape character. 
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append_c(Data-class data) appends the data object to the last column of the tuple. 
insert-c(Index i, Data_class data) inserts the data object to the tuple at column i. 
retrieve.c(Index i) returns the Data.class object at column iof the tuple. NO-OBJECT 
is returned if it is outside the valid range. 
compare (Tuple.class tp) returns the result of comparing two tuples using compare_value() 
of Data_class. 
head.rpc(my-File fp, sos.String cs) prints the table definition information to the file 
stream fp. The name of the target codeset is specified as the input parameter cs. 
The 
tuples-rpc(my-File fp, sos.String cs) prints the tuples in the table to the file stream 
fp. The name of the target codeset is specified as the input parameter cs. The 
number of tuples is printed first, followed by a colon and then the data item are 
printed, separated by spaces. 
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N A M E 
Table_class 
SYNOPSIS 




void head_rpc(my_File, sos_String)； 





sos_Bool dctappend_t(Tuple_class, pOrderby_ref_class_List)； 
sos_Bool discard(sos_Int)； 
sos_Bool buildIndex(sos_String, Ccollate_class_List)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
insert(Tupledef-class) inserts a tuple into the table with the help a Tupledef-class ob-
ject. This insertion corresponds to the SQL insert-clause, whose information is 
kept in the Tupldef.class object. (Tupledef-dass is defined in Table.obst). 
insert-t(Tuple-class tp) inserts (appends) the tuple tp to the table, it also updates the 
index of the table as well. 
deleteJ(Index i) deletes the ith tuple in the table. 
retrieve-t(Index i) returns the ith tuple in the table. 
dctappend-t(Tuple-class tp, pOrderby_ref_class_List prcl) inserts the tuple tp into the 
table using insertion sort. The comparison is done on the columns and collations 
given by prcl. 
discard(Index n) discard the last n columns from the tuples in the table. 
buildIndex(sosJString name, Ccollate_classJAst ccl) build an index with the name name 
on the table based on the columns and collations given by ccl. The index built 
will be appended to the list of index being kept by the table. 
FILES 
Table/Table.obst class definition for table and index 
Table/Table.C implementation of methods 
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sos_Bool indexOn(Index, sos_String); 
List<Tuple_class> search(List<Data_class>, 
List<Index>, my_Comp_result)； 




create-bt(sos-Stringname, List < Tuple-class> tlist, List<Info> ilist builds an index 
with the name name on the set of tuples tlist, according to the collation in-
formation in ilist. 
insertJ(Tuple.class tp) updates the index about the insertion of the tuple tp. 
delete_t(Tuple-class tp) deletes the index information about the tuple in the Btree. 
indexOn(Index i, sos.String cname returns TRUE if the index is built on column i, 
using the collation with the name cname, otherwise FALSE is returned. 
search(List<Data-class> dlist, List<Index> ilist, my_Comp_result cond returns a list 
of tuples in the data which satisfy the conditions as specified in the input pa-
rameters. dlist is the list of keys, ilist is the column numbers of the keys, and 
cond is the condition in comparison. 
sequence(Index i) returns the tuples in sequence as sorted by the index on the ith 
column. 
FILES 
Table.obst class definition 









class Schema_class { 
public: 
sos_Bool insert_t(Table_class)； 
sos_Bool delete_t(sos_String, sos_String)； 
Table_class retrieve_t(sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Bool insert_d(Domain_class)； 
sos_Bool delete_d(sos_String, sos_String)； 





class Info_schema_class : Schema_class { 
public: 
sos_Bool insert_sinfo(sos_String, sos_String)； 
sos_Bool insert_tinfo(sos_String, Table_class)； 
sos_Bool insert_dinfo(sos_St:ring, Domain_class); 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
dbSchema-class models the concept of a schema in our database system. It serves as 
entry points to the database objects belong to it. It provides such services as insertion, 
retrieval and deletion of tables, domains and codesets. Infoschema_class is a subclass 
of dbSchema-class because it is a specific type of schema that serve the particular role 
as keeping system information, such as the schemas and tables existing in the system, 
the table definitions etc. 
insert_t(Table_class tobj) returns TRUE if the table tobj is successfully inserted 
into the schema, otherwise FALSE is returned if a table with the same name as 
that of tobj already existed. 
deleteJ(sosJString tname, sosString cs) returns TRUE if the table with name tname 
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is found and successfully deleted from the schema, otherwise FALSE is returned. 
cs indicates the codeset of tname. 
retrieve.t(sosJString tname, sosString cs) returns the table object with the name tname 
if it is found in the schema, otherwise NO-OBJECTis returned, cs indicates the 
codeset of tname. 
insert-d(Domain-class dobj) returns TRUE if the domain dobj is successfully inserted 
into the schema, otherwise FALSE is returned if a domain with the same name 
as that of dobj already existed. 
delete-d(sos-String dname, sosString cs) returns TRUE if the domain with the name 
dname is found and successfully deleted from the schema, otherwise FALSE is 
returned, cs indicates the codeset of dname. 
retrieve_d(sos-String dname, sosString cs) returns the domain object with the name 
dname if it is found in the schema, otherwise NO-OBJECT is returned, cs 
indicates the codeset of dname. 
insert-c(charset-class cobj) returns TRUE if the codeset object cobj is successfully 
inserted into the schema, otherwise FALSE is returned if a domain with the 
same name as that of cobj already existed. 
delete.c(sos.String cname) returns TRUE if the domain with the name cname is found 
and successfully deleted from the schema, otherwise FALSE is returned. The 
name cname is assumed to be in pure ASCII. 
retrieve^c(sos^tring cname) returns the codeset object with the name cname if it is 
found in the schema, otherwise NO-OBJECT is returned. 
insert.sinfo(sosJString sname, sosString cname) inserts a tuple {sname, cname) into 
the pre-defined table schemaJnfo. sname is assumed to be in UTF8 and cname 
is assummed to be in ASCII. 
insertJinfo(sos.String sname, Table—class tobj) inserts a tuples into the pre-defined 
schema tableJnfo. sname is the name of the schema that tobj belongs to, it 
is assumed to be in UTF8. 
insert-dinfo(sos-String sname, Domain—class dobj) inserts a tuple into the pre-defined 
table domainJnfo. sname is the name of the schema that dobj belongs to and is 
assumed to be in UTF8. 
FILES 
dbSchema.obst class definitions 




















insert(Schema-class sobj) inserts the schema object sobj into the system. It also cre-
ates the required directories (Table, Charset, Domain) for the schema. 
delsch(sos-String sname, sosString cs) deletes the schema object with the name sname. 
cs indicates the codeset of sname. 
retrieve(sos.String sname, sosString cs) returns the schema object with the name 
sname if it is found in the system, otherwise NO-OBJECT will be returned. 
cs indicates the codeset of sname. 
retrieveJnfo(sos^tring sname) returns a information schema object with the name 
sname if it is found, otherwise NO-OBJECT is returned. The default name is 
INFORMATION and is assumed to be in UTF8. 
inseH-info(Info-Schema—class isobj) inserts the information schema object isobj into 
the system. It also creates the required directories (Table, Charset, Domain) of 
the schema. 
FILES 
dbEnv.obst class definitions 
dbEnv.C implementation of methods 
SEE ALSO 
dbSchema.obst, Charset.obst, Table.obst 
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B.5 Query.obst 
N A M E 
Scalar_class, LiteraLclass, Arith_class, Concat_class, Pos_class, Extract—class, . 




class Scalar_class { 
public: 
sos_Type type; 
Scalar_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
Data_class eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
sos_Type find_type(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 





Scalar_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
Data_class eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
sos_Type find_type(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 
class Upper_class: Scalar_class { 
public: 
Scalar_class str; 
sos_Type find_type(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
Scalar_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
Data_class eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
We modeled each kind of scalar expression as a class. The super class Scalar_class 
defines the set of interface operations that its subclass might have, and acts as a 
dispatcher to dispatch the messages to the corresponding objects. The immediate 
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Figure B.3: Class hierarchy of scalar expression classes. 
tract_class, Charlen_clas, Octlen_class, Substr_class, Upper_class, Lower_class, Con-
vert_class, Trim_class, Aggr_class. They correspond the each of the scalar functions. 
For Arith-class, it keeps common attributes of binary arithmatic operations, like plus, 
minus, etc, whose classes are subclasses of Arith—class For Aggr_class, it is the super-
class of those aggregate functions like count(), max(), etc. 
Other subclasses of Scalar.class are Query.class, Db—ref-class, pCoLref. Query_class 
is treated as a subclass of Scalar.class because of the case of a subquery, which upon 
evaluation returns a set of tuples. Db_ref_class and pCo/_re/are the representation for 
column reference before and after preprocessing respectively. We shall describe the 
Scalar.class, Arith_class and Upper_class only for demonstration purpose. Figure B.3 
shows the complete class hierachy starting with Scalar—class, the details in each class 
are ommitted to show the relationship of the classes only. 
Scalar-class::preprocess(Symtah.class ost, Symtab—class ist) returns the preprocessed scalar 
object with the help of outer symbol table ost and the inner symbol table ist. 
NO-OBJECT will be returned if the scalar object is not preprocessed success-
fully. The inner and outer symbol tables refer to the symbol tables used in case 
of a correlated query, in which the outer symbol table contains the table and 
column references of the enclosing query, while the inner symbol table contains 
the references of the enclosed subquery. This preprocess() method serves as a 
dispatcher that checks the type (Scalar_class::type) and sends message to the 
corresponding type of object. 
Scalar.class::eval(Tuple.class.List oTpl, Table_class_ListiTbl, sosJnt i) returnsadata 
object as a result of evaluating the scalar object. oTpl is the tuple reference of 
the enclosing query, if any. iTbl is the joined table for "local" query, i indi-
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cate the tuple in the joined table to be evaluated for the scalar expression. The 
reason for passing the whole joined table instead of just the ith tuple is that, 
aggregate functions require to know the whole column of values instead of an 
element in a tuple. This eval() method serves as a dispatcher that checks the 
type (Scalar_class::type) and sends message to the corresponding type of object. 
Scalar-class::find-type(Symtab-dass ost, Symtah.class ist) returns the type ofthe scalar 
object after evaluation. This find_type() method serves as a dispatcher that 
checks the type and sends message to the corresponding type of object. 
Arith-class::arith-type indicates the type of arithmethic operation, take one ofthe type 
of its subsclasses. 
left and right in Arith_class are the attributes that represent the operands of an arith-
metic operation. Both are of Scalar.class type so that they can be evaluated 
before carrying out the corresponding arithmetic operation. 
preprocess(), eval() and findJype() in Arith_class carry out similar tasks as that of 
Scalar_class. 
str in Upper-class are the attribute that represent the operand of the Toupper() func-
tion. It is of Scalar.class type so that it can be evaluated before it is passed to 
the Toupper() function. 
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N A M E 
Condexp_class, And_class, Not_class, Or_class, Like_class, Codeset_class, Comp_class, 




class Condexp_class { 
public: 
sos_Type type; 
Condexp_class preprocess( Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
sos_Bool is_satisfied(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
} 




sos_Bool eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
Condexp_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
> 





sos_Bool eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
Condexp_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
The Condexp_class and its subclasses model conditional expressions that may ap-
pear in a where-clause. Subclasses of Condexp-class includes And_class, Or_class, 
Not_class, Comp_class, Like_class, etc. Comp—class'm turn is the superclass ofGreater_class, 
GequaLclass, Less_class, LequaLclass, UequaLclass, etc. Figure B.4 shows the com-
plete class hierarchy starting with the Condexp-class. 
Condexp-class::type indicates the type of the conditional expression object it repre-
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Figure B.4: Class hierarchy of conditional expression classes. 
sents. It is initialized by the constructor of one of its subclasses. 
Condexp-class::preprocess(Symtab-class ost, Symtab.class ist) returns the preprocessed 
conditional expression object, with the help of the outer symbol table and in-
ner symbol table. (See S c a l a r _ c l a s s : : p r e p r o c e s s ( ) for the meaning of the symbol 
tables). This preprocess() method serves as a dispatcher which checks the type 
(Condexp_class::type) and sends message to the corresponding object. 
is-satisfied(Tuple-classJAst oTpl, Table_class_List iTbl, sosJnt i) returns TRUEifthe 
conditional expression is satisfied by the data as specified in the parameters. oTpl 
is the tuple reference of the joined table of the enclosing query, if any. iTbl is the 
joined table of the local query. The conditional expression should be evaluated 
against the fth tuple ofthe iTbl. The local joined table is required to pass to this 
method because of the aggregate functions that may appear in the having-clause. 
left and right attributes in the And.class represents the conditional expressions of the 
AND logical operator. Both are of Condexp.class type so that they can be 
evaluated to boolean values before evaluating against the AND operator. 
And^class::eval(Tuple.class.List oTpl, Table_class_ListiTbl, sosJnt i) returns the TRUE 
if the logical AND is evaluated to be TRUE with the data as specified in the 
parameter. (See C o n d e x p _ c l a s s : : i s _ s a t i s f i e d ( ) for the meaning of oTpl and iTbl 
and i). This method is in fact called by Condexp^class::is^satisfied(). 
And-class::preprocess(Symtab_class ost, Symtab_class ist) returns the preprocessed con-
ditional expression object with the help of outer symbol table ost and inner 
symbol table ist. 
Comp-class::compJype indicates the type of comparison operator. It is initialized by 
the constructor of one of its subclasses. 
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left and right attributes in Comp—class represents the scalar objects of the comparison 
operator. 
Comp.class::eval(Tuple.class.List oTpl, Tahle.class.List iTbl, sosJnti) returns TRUE 
if the comparison operator is evaluated to TRUE with the data specified in the 
parameters. It first evaluate the left and right attributes, and returns the result 
according to the type of comparison indicated by compJype. 
Comp-class::preprocess(Symtab-dass ost, Symtab_class ist) returns the preprocessed com-
parison object with the help of ost and ist. NO-OBJECT is returned if it is not 
preprocessed successfully. 
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sos_Bool lookup(Db_ref_class, pCol_ref)； 
sos_Bool insert(sos_String, /* schema name •/ 
sos_String, /* db name •/ 
sos_String, /* alias if any */ 
Column_class_List)； /* table definition */ 
> 
DESCRIPTION 
The Symtab.class models the symbol table, which is required in processing queries. 
lookup(Db.ref-class drc, pCoLrefpr) returns TRUE if the column specified in drc is 
found, and the result, which contains the information of column in an internal 
format, is placed in pr, otherwise FALSE is returned. 
insert(sosJString sname, sosString tname, sos^String alias, Column.class.List cclist) 
inserts an symbol table entry to the symbol table, sname is the name of schema, 
tname is the table name alias is the alias for the table, if any, and cclist is the 
table definition of sname.tname. 
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N A M E 
Db_ref_class, pDb_ref, pCoLref 
SYNOPSIS 
class Db_ref_class: Scalar_class { 
public: 
sos_String sch_name; /* schema name */ 
Charset_class sch_cs; /• codeset of schema name */ 
sos_String db_name； /* table name */ 
Charset_class db_cs; /* codeset of table name •/ 
sos_String col_name; /* column name */ 
Charset_class col_codeset; /* codeset of column name */ 
sos_String alias; /* alias for table */ 
Scalar_class preprocess(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 
enum pDb_ref {INNER, OUTER}; 
class pCol_ref: Scalar_class { 
public: 
pDb_ref scope; /* INNER / OUTER column reference */ 
sos_Int dbno; /* ordinal position of table (in case of join) */ 
sos_Int colno; /* ordinal position of the column */ 
sos_Type pcol_type; /* data type of the column */ 
Data_class eval(Tuple_class_List, Table_class_List, sos_Int)； 
sos_Type find_type(Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
Dbjref-class stores the table reference or column reference in an SQL statement. 
preprocess(Symtab-class ost, Symtab_class ist) returns the table or column reference 
in an internal representation, i.e. an object of the type pCoLref is returned. 
(See below for the details of the internal representation.) 
pDb—ref has two values only: OUTER indicates that the column reference refers to 
a column in the joined tuple of the enclosing query. This implies that the this 
column reference is contained in a subquery. INNER indicates that the column 
reference refers to a column of the local joined table, i.e., the column reference 
is not inside a subquery. 
pCoLref is the internal representation of table or column reference for query processing. 
The scope attribute is set by looking up the table name or column names in the 
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symbols tables. If the the names are found in the outer symbol table, scope is 
set ot OUTER, otherwise, if they are found in the inner symbol table, the scope 
is INNER. Other attributes are filled in by SymboLclass::lookup(). 
pCoLref::eval(Tuple-class-List oTpl, Table_class_List iTbl, sosJnt i) returns the data 
object referenced by itself. If scope is set to OUTER, it will get the data object 
from oTpl, else it would get the it from iTbl using i. 
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N A M E 
Orderby_ref_class, Selectitem_class, uQuery_class, Update_class, Groupby_class, pQuery_class 
SYNOPSIS 
c l a s s S e l e c t i t e m _ c l a s s 
{ 
public: 
S c a l a r _ c l a s s scalar; /* scalar e x p r e s s i o n f o r p r o j e c t i o n */ 
sos_String alias; /* projected column name in unicode */ 
} 
class u Q u e r y _ c l a s s : Q u e r y _ c l a s s 
{ 
public: 
L i s t < S e l e c t i t e m _ c l a s s > p r o j _ s p e c ; /* p r o j e c t i o n */ 
L i s t < D b _ r e f _ c l a s s > scan_spec; /* tables involved */ 
C o n d e x p _ c l a s s where_pred; /* r e s t r i c t i o n */ 
L i s t < G r o u p b y _ c l a s s > groupby_spec; /* group by spec. */ 
C o n d e x p _ c l a s s having_pred; /* h a v i n g spec. */ 
L i s t < O r d e r b y _ r e f _ c l a s s > orderby_spec; /* order by spec. */ 
} 
class p Q u e r y _ c l a s s : Query_class 
{ 
p u b l i c : 
S y m t a b _ c l a s s sym_table; /* local symbol t a b l e */ 
L i s t < S c a l a r _ c l a s s > proj_spec; 
L i s t < T a b l e _ c l a s s > scan_table; 
C o n d e x p _ c l a s s where_pred; 
L i s t < G r o u p b y _ c l a s s > groupby_spec； 
C o n d e x p _ c l a s s having_pred; 
L i s t < p O r d e r b y _ r e f _ c l a s s > orderby_spec； 
L i s t < T a b l e _ c l a s s > 
joined_tables; /* joined tables */ 
L i s t < T u p l e _ c l a s s > 
unique_table; /* unique tuples in grouping */ 
List<List<Table_class>> 
gp_tables; /* tuples belong to the same group */ 
List<id_class> 
colref_spec; /* column names for projected columns */ 
List<Domain_class> 
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coldomain_spec; /* column domains for projected columns •/ 
sos_Bool insert_gp(Tuple_class_List, Groupby_class_List)； 
} 
class Update_class { 
public: 
sos_String col_name; /* name of column to be updated */ 
Charset_class cs; /* codeset of col_name */ 
sos_Bool convert； /* whether to code convert the new data */ 
Scalar_class new_data; /* new data */ 
> 
class Groupby_class { 
public: 
Db_ref_class column; /* name of grouping column */ 
Charset_class cs; /* codeset of column */ 
sos_String collation; /* collation to be used for grouping */ 
} 
class Orderby_ref_class { 
public: 
Db_ref_class col; /* name of order by column */ 
sos_Bool ascending; /* in ascending or descending order */ 
sos_String coll_name; /* name of collation to be used */ 
> 
DESCRIPTION 
All of these classes are used to store information of a SQL statement for processing. 
We shall only describe the function of insert^gp(). 
insert-gp(Tuple-class-List tpl, Groupby_class_List gbl) inserts the joined tuple tpl to 
the unique_table and gp_tables in pQuery-class. Comparison for uniqueness is 
done according to the group by specification gbl. It first checks if tpl is same as 
any tuple in the unque_table. if there is, insert the tuple to the correspond group 
table, otherwise, a new entry will be inserted into the unique table and a new 
group table will be created. If there is no group-by specification in the query, the 
whole joined table will be treated as having a single group, so that the aggregate 
functions in the projection part can still be calculated. 
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pQuery_class preprocess(uQuery_class, Symtab_class)； 
sos_Bool sdelete(uQuery_class)； 
s o s _ B o o l s u p d a t e ( D b _ r e f _ c l a s s , L i s t < U p d a t e _ c l a s s > , C o n d e x p _ c l a s s )； 
sos_Bool type_check(sos_Type, Scalar_class)； 
sos_Bool type_match(Scalar_class, Scalar_class)； 
Domain_class find_domain(Scalar_class, Symtab_class, Symtab_class)； 
} 
DESCRIPTION 
evaluate(uQuery-class uquery) return a table object as a result ofevaluating the query 
uquery. This method would call the preprocess() function first and then call a 
private method execute() to execute the preprocessed query. 
preprocess(uQuery^class uquery, Symtab.class st) return the preprocessed query ofthe 
query uquery with the help of the symbol table st. st should be NO-OBJECT if 
uquery is not a subquery. 
sdelete(uQuery.class uquery) returns TRUE if the delete statement is successfully ex-
ecuted. uquery must be a query consisting of information for deleting tuples 
satisfying some conditions. 
supdate(Db-ref-class drc, List< Update.dass> ucl, Condexp.class cond) returns TRUE 
if the update statement is successfully executed, drc indicates the table to be 
updated, ucl holds the column names and new values, and cond specified the 
conditions of the tuples to be updated. 
type-check(sos-Type type, Scalar.class sobj) returns TRUE if the result of evaluating 
sobj has the type type, or subtype of type 
type-match(Scalar-class sobjl, Scalar.class sobj2) returns TRUE if the results of eval-
uating sobjl and sobj2 have the same type. 
find.domain(Scalar.class sobj, Symtab_class ost, Symtab-dass ist) returns the domain 
object of sobj. 
FILES 
Query.obst class definitions 
Query.C implementation of methods 
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SEE ALSO 
External.obst, Table.obst, dbSchema.obst, Misc.obst 
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B.6 Misc.obst and ExternaLobst 
N A M E 
Cconvert_class, CClist_class, Ccollate_class, id_class, pOrderby_ref_class 
DESCRIPTION 
This schema contains class definitions whose instances would serve as parameter objects 
in passing messages in query processing. There is no public methods except get() and 
set() methods generated by OBST precompiler. 
FILES Misc/Misc.obst class definition Misc/Misc.C implementation, only protected methods 
SEE ALSO 
Charset.obst 
N A M E 
my_File 
DESCRIPTION This class redefine the FILE datatype in C so that it can be used 
as first class citizen in OBST programs. 
FILES 
ExternaLobst class definition 
ExternaLext.h redefinition of external type 
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B.7 Main 
N A M E 
yyparse(), yyerror(), find_cs(), find_table(), dbparse(), dbtuples(), loaddict() 
SYNOPSIS 
int yyparse()； 
int yyerror(char *mesg)； 
Charset_class find_cs(id_class qual, id_class name); 
Table_class find_table(id_class qual, id_class name); 




The three functions yyerror(), find—cs() and findJable() are helper functions for the 
action program segments in the grammer rules. While dbparse() and dbtuples() are 
functions for the RPC interface, loaddict() is the function for master programs to load 
the information schema. 
yyparse() is the function generated by yacc on the file sql.y, in which the grammar of 
the extended SQL is expressed in extended regular expressions. 
yyerror(char *mesg) is the function for displaying the error messages mesg. It sets 
the flag in the global object G-dbEnv to indicate that the result of executing the 
given SQL statement is unsuccessful and the corresponding error message is also 
stored in G-dbEnv. 
find-cs(id-class qual, id-class name) returns the codeset object in the schema qual with 
the name name. Its search sequence is that, if qual is NO_OBJECT, it would 
search the default schema first. If no default schema is set or the codeset cannot 
be found in the schema, it would turn to the information schema to see if the 
codeset exist. If still not found, NO-OBJECT will be returned. 
find-table(id-class qual, id—class name) returns the table object in the schema qual 
with the name name. If qual is NO-OBJECT, it would try to find the table 
object in the default schema. If there is no default schema or it cannot be found 
in the default schema, NO-OBJECT will be returned. 
dbparse(char *str, char *codeset) returns the result of executing the query str as a 
string in the target codeset codeset. If the given query is completed successfully, 
the return result will be the table definition information of the resulting table, 
or the corresponding message if the query does not results in a relational table 
(e.g. deletion). The function invokes the parser by calling yyparse() 
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dbtuples(void) returns the tuples as a string in the target codeset. The precondition 
of calling this function is that the previous call to dbparse() returns the table 
defintion information of the resulting table. 
loaddict(void) loads the information schema and put it in the corresponding attribute 
of G-dbEnv. 
FILES 
sql.l specification of lexical elements 
sql.y specification of grammar rules and functions used 
main.C master program of the sql parser 
nodict.y specification of grammer rules without information schema 
initdict.C master program of the sql parser without information schema 
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Figure B.5: Communication between CGI programs and the database server. 
B.8 RPC interfaces 
N A M E 
S Y N O P S I S 
enum Code_Set {ASCII, BIG5, CNS, GB, UNI}; 
enum Type {INT, FLOAT, CHAR, DATE, TIME}； 
struct Sql{ 
int dbhandle; /* handle returned by initdb() */ 
string sqK>; /* the query string */ 










D E S C R I P T I O N 
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Remote Procedure Call (RPC) is used to communicate between the CGI application 
and the database server. Figure B.5 shows the communication methods between both 
sides, the three functions delimiter(), convertJable() and put.field() are used to parse 
the returned results from the database server, programmers should refer to [19] for 
description of these functions. 
initdbms(void) initializes the database server when there is a new client access the 
database. It will call once for every new client and will return a handle to the 
client. Subsequent operation of the client should pass this handle for identifica-
tion. 
query(Sql stmt) sents the SQL statement together with the target codeset in stmt The 
returned result is in the form of a string in a agreed arrangement. For details 
please refer to [19]. 
getdb(int handle) sents request to the database server for the content of the result 
table. This function should called only if the last query() returns a positive 
result. The returned result is in the form of a string in an agreed arrangement. 
For details please refer to [19 









To install our system, you need the following: 
1. A workstation running UNIX. 
2. An installed version of OBST. 
3. A directory where the containers of active OBST databases are to be found. This 
can be done by setting the environment variable OBSTCONTAINER to hold the 
name of the directory, and then copy the OBST containers to that directory by 
using the command obst-instcnt. 
There are two sets of files in our package: 
鲁 Source files. These include OBST schema files (.obst) and the files containing the 
implementation of methods for the OBST classes. These files are organized in 
7 directories under your working directory (referred to as <working>), namely, 
Charset, External, Misc, Query, Table, dbEnv and dbSchema. Each of the other 
directories are descriped below: 
- M a i n : This directory contains the application program that uses OBST 
classes and objects. 
- i c o n v : This directory contains the dynamically linked libraries for convert-
ers. 
_ include : This directory contains header files for functions declared in the 
directory lib. 
- l i b ： This directory contains some functions that are not belong to any 
OBST classes. 
—rpc : This directory contains RPC server source programs. 
• Data files. These include charmap, locale definition files and collation files for 
some commonly used codesets. They reside in the directory Data. The path of 
this directory should be specified for creating codeset and collations. 
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C.1 Steps to install the DBMS server 
1. create a directory for holding active OBST databases and persistent objects of 
our DBMS: 
$> setenv OBSTCONTAINER <path of the container directory> 
$> obst-instcnt 
2. compile our OBST schemas and source files using the makefile in the Main di-
rectory. The makefile will first compile and generate OBST object programs in 
the various schema directories, then compile the lexical analyzer, parser as well 
as two main programs, which, after linking, correspond to two executables: 
• initdict: the program for initializing the data dictionaries in the DBMS. 
• sql: the terminal-based interface program. 
$> cd Main 
$> make 
3. set the dynamically linked library path and the default language environment: 
$> setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH <working>/iconv/dlib 
$> setenv LANG GB 
4. initialize the DBMS with the initdict program: 
$> initdict < dict.txt 
After carrying out the above steps, the terminal-based program can be run by 
the following command: 
$> sql 
Note that the terminal-based program is not a client application using the RPC 
services, but a programs that calls the API directly. 
5. install the commonly used codesets and converters. This can only be done 
through the terminal-based interface program. Two text files in the Main direc-
tory contains the commands for installing them. As the terminal-based interface 
reads inputs from standard input, we may simply redirect the text files: 
$> sql < cs.txt /* commands for installing codesets in cs.txt */ 
$> sql < cv.txt /* commands for installing converters in cv.txt */ 
6. compile the RPC server program. The makefile inside the rpc will first invoke 
the rpcgen compiler, then compile and link the generated files to produce the 
RPC server program: 
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$> cd rpc 
$> make 
7. start the DBMS server: 
$> cd rpc 
$> rdbd & 
C.2 Steps to install the W W W client 
1. Compile the CGI programs: 
login cwebl.cs.cuhk.hk with home at clu9602. 
$> ^/rdb/make && cp rdb ^/www/cgi-bin/Command.cgi 
$> ^/insert/make && cp rdb ^/www/cgi-bin/D_Append.cgi 
$> ^/insert2/make && cp rdb ^/www/cgi-bin/D_Append2.cgi 
$> ^/create/make && cp rdb ^/www/cgi-bin/F_New3.cgi 
$> "interface/make && cp *.cgi "www/cgi_bin 
2. Start the W W W Server: 
login cwebl.cs.cuhk.hk with home at clu9602. 
$> cd ^/WWW/Daemon/sun4-sol2 
$> h t t p d - r / l o c a l / c l u 9 6 0 2 / W W W / s e r v e r _ r o o t / c o n f i g / h t t p d . c o n f - p 8022 
3. Set the number in start file to 0 before starting the browser: 
$>cd "www/cgi-bin 
$>vi start 
4. Install Chinese Input Server Plug-in (for Unix platform): 
• Copy the following three files (InputMethod.class, npim.so and npsimple.so) 
to the directory /.netscape/plugins/. 
• In Netscape, under the Options menu choose General Preferences. 
• Choose the Helpers menu. 
• Click the button 'Create New Type'. 
• In 'mime type' enter 'application'. 
• In 'mime SubType' enter 'x-im-plugin'. 
• In 'suffix' enter 'cim'. 
• Choose Plugin. 
• Restart Netscape, in the help menu choose 'About Plug-ins, to see whether 
the plugin is installed correctly. If there is a Mime Type called 'application/x-




This user manual describes the WWW-based interface of the DBMS. There are actu-
ally two versions of the inferface, one for the Unix platform and one for the Microsoft 
Windows platform. Two versions are required because of the difference in the avail-
ability of Chinese input methods system in the two platforms. In Microsoft Windows, 
Chinese input methods are directly supported by the Windows operating system, no 
extra work need to be done on the WWW interface in order to input Chinese. How-
ever, the W W W browser (Netscape) on Unix platform does not support any Chinese 
input method, it is thus hard to input Chinese unless we build a Chinese input method 
program as a plugin. 
D.1 User Interface Layout 
Before entering the multi-codeset Chinese database system, you need to enter the login 
screen first (Figure D.1). Under this screen you have to fill in username and password. 
Then choose one of the codeset as your system environment to enter the system. There 
are four codeset available: BIG5, GB, CNS and ASCII. After sucessfully entering the 
system, a window which is divided into four parts is shown. Figure 4.14 shows the 
overall layout of the user interface. 
Figure D.2 shows the Codeset Window. There are four buttons in the Codeset 
Windows corresponding to the available codesets. You can change to any codeset, 
in other words change your system environment, by clicking one of the buttons. All 
characters under the page (Codeset Window, Menu Window, Result Window and 
Command Window) will change to the desired codeset immediately. 
Figure D.3 shows the Command Window. For the Microsoft Windows version, 
you can type one or more extended SQL statements supported by the DBMS server, 
with each statement separated by a semicolon (;). After that, click the OK button to 
submit the SQL statement(s) to the DBMS server. The Clear button will clear the 
command box. If you need to type Chinese into the command window, you need to 
have a Chinese Windows or you can install some Chinese add-in application on English 
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Figure D .1: The Login Screen. 
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Figure D.2: The Codeset Selection Window. The left one is in BIG5 while the right 
one is in GB. 
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Figure D.3: The Command Window on PC platform. 
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Figure D.4: The Command Window on Unix platform. 
Function Key Input Method 
F1 English 
F4 CangJie  
F5 Four Corner 
F6 ET PinYin 
F7 Simplex 
Table D.1: Functions and their corresponding input methods. 
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Menu item Submenu items | functions^^  
‘PILES NEW create a new table 
CLEAR clear the result window  
SET DEFAULTS SCHEMA set the default schema 
NAMES set the codeset of identifiers 
DATABASE BROWSE browse a table  
APPEND insert a new tuple to a table 
DELETE delete tuples from a table 
INDEX ON build index on a table 
^ H O W SCHEMAS shows existing schemas 
SHOW TABLES shows existing tables 
HELP NONE show on-line user manual 
Table D.2: Menu items and their functions. 
For the Unix platform, plug-in is used instead of command box for inputting SQL 
statements. You can type Chinese characters by choosing the Chinese Input Method 
(Figure D.4). Other input methods are available by choosing one ofthe functions keys. 
Table D.1 shows the functions keys and their input methods. 
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Figure D.5: The Main Menu. 
Figure D.5 shows the Menu Window. There are four main items in the Menu 
Window, they are FILES, SET DEFAULTS, DATABASE AND HELP. Each of these 
items has a sub-menu. Table D.2 sumarise the menu items and their functions. 
D.2 Steps in Performing Database Operations 
Before carrying out database operations, normally you have to select a schema to work 
with and also indicate the codeset ofthe identifiers. These can be done in the following 
two steps: 
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Figure D.6: Set Default Schema Window. 
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Figure D.7: Set Detault Names Window. 
1. Select SCHEMA under SET DEFAULTS, input the schema name in the Schema 
Window (Figure D.6)and click OK to set the default schema. 
2. Select NAMES under SET DEFAULTS, select one of the codeset from the pull 
down menu (Figure D.7). This signifies that your inputted identifiers will be in 
the selected codeset. 
After setting the defaults, you may follow the steps described below to carrying out 
some of the common database operations. 
建立表格 
輸 7、 模 式 名 稱 m m . . J, 
‘ 輸 人 表 格 名 稱 ' f W ^ ' ‘ 
藷輸械位數目|5 : 
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Figure D.8: The Table Creation Window. 
D.2 .1 Creating new tables 
1. Select NEW under the main menu FILE. 
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Figure D.9: The Column Creation Window. 
2. The screen of Table Creation will be displayed (Figure D.8). 
3. Fill the box SCHEMA NAME with the schema name of the table that you want 
to create, leave it blank if you wish to use the default schema. 
4. Fill the box TABLE NAME with the table name that you want to create. 
5. Fill the box Numer of Column with the number of columns for the new table. 
6. Click OK to submit the data or CLEAR to reset all. 
7. The screen of Column Creation Window will be displayed (Figure D.9) 
8. Fill the COLUMN NAME for each columns. 
9. Select the type for each columns. There are five data types: Character, Integer, 
Float, Date, Time) for you to choose. 
10. Select the default codeset for columns with Character datatype. There are three 
codesets available: BIG5, GB and CNS. ASCII is not made available because 
you are able to enter ASCII data with any one of the available codesets. 
11. You may fill in the default value for each column. 
12. Click SUBMIT QUERY to submit the data and CANCEL to reset all. 
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Figure D.10: Browse Table Window. 
D.2.2 Browsing existing tables 
Choose BROWSE under the DATABASE menu then enter the schema name and 
table name you want to browse (Figure D.10). Click OK to submit. The table will be 
displayed on the Result Window. 
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Figure D.11: Record Insertion Window. 
D.2.3 Inserting new records 
Steps to insert new records to a database: 
1. Select APPEND under the DATABASE menu. The Browse Table Window (Fig-
ure D.10) will appear. 
2. Fill in the SCHEMA NAME and TABLE NAME to which your tuple will be 
inserted. 
3. Click OK to submit or CANCEL to reset all fields. The Record Insertion Window 
(Figure D.11) will appear if you choose OK and that your specified schema and 
table name are valid. 
4. Input data for each column. 
5. Click SUBMIT QUERY to submit the data or click CLEAR to reset all fields. 
6. RECORD INSERTED will be displayed for successful insertion. 
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Figure D.12: Record Deletion Window. 
D.2.4 Deleting records 
Steps to delete records from a database: 
1. Select DELETE under the DATABASE menu. The Record Deletion Window 
(Figure D.12) will be displayed. 
2. Fill in the schema and table name from which you would delete tuples. 
3. Specify the condition of the tuples that would be deleted. 
4. Click OK to submit the request or CLEAR to reset all fields. 
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Figure D.13: Index Window. 
D.2.5 Creating indexes 
Steps to create new index for a database: 
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1. Select INDEX ON under the DATABASE menu. The Browse Table Window 
(Figure D.10) will be displayed. 
2. Fill in the schema and table name for which you'd like to build index. 
3. Click OK and the Index Window will lbe displayed (Figure D.13). 
4. Fill in the Index Name. 
5. For each column, select the collation to be used for index. 
6. Fill in the priority of the indexing columns. Leave it blank for columns that will 
not be used for index. 
7. Click CREATE INDEX to submit the request or CANCEL to reset all fields. 
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Figure D.14: Result of Show Schema. 
D.2 .6 Showing existing schemas and tables 
The SHOW SCHEMAS option under the DATABASE menu is used to display the 
information of schemas existed in the database system. Figure D.14 shows the result 
of clicking SHOW SCHEMAS: the first column is the schema name and the second 
column is the default character set of that schema. 
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Figure D.15: Result of Show Table. 
The SHOW TABLES option under the DATABASE menu is used to display the 
tables existed in the database system. Figure D.15 shows the result of clicking SHOW 
TABLES: the first column is the schema name of the table and the second column is 
the table name. 
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